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Minns and Johnson Tie for Frosh Prexy;
Worth Takes Second-in-Command Post
Stephens Chosen Secretary-Treasurer;
Sobocinski Is Named Hew Historian
S. S. Minis and Bob Johnsoft; ran a nip-and-tuck race all
day Tuesday in the election fo$ the freshman class presidency and came in neck and nick. Each man polled 128
votes.
The sophomore class officerf, who were in charge of the
election, announced that freshman would vote again Friday
to break the tie. ,
The polls will be in the same place, in front of the Post
Office, and will be open all day.
Minis, textile engineering raiajor of Baton Bouge, La.,
played on this year's freshman football squad.
Johnson, animal husbandry'major of Sumter, is secretary of the Freshman Y Council.
Approximately fifty per cent of the class cast their ballots.
There was a clijse race for*1
every position, but one candidate
for each of the other places was
able to obtain a plurality. No
one had a majority of the total
vote.
W. T. Worth, textile engineering major of Columbia, took the
vice-presidency with 112 votes.
The Clemson Student Forum of
His closest competitor, C. P. the Air will present the VocaColeman, civil engineering ma- tional Agricultural Education Dejor of Greenwood, polled an even partment tonight in a half-hour
100 votes. L. F. Owens, ,chemi- program beginning at 8:00 p. m.
cal engineering major of Sumter, The program will be carried by
trailed the ticket with 45 votes.
the Anderson stations WAIM and
The new secretary-treasurer is WCAC-FM.
L. M. Stephens, pre-forrestry maThe main feature of this occajor of Canton, N. C. He took 101 sion will be a round table disvotes. E. R. Carroll, architectural cussion by students of the VAE
major of Spartanburg, ran second Department on the subject "Why
with 95; L. H. Doar, chemical is Vocational Agricultural Educaengineering major of Fort Knox, tion necessary?" The script was
Ky., had 55.
prepared by Len Reynolds, vocaR. J. Sobocinski, arts and tional agricultural education sesciences major of Pittsburg, Pa., nior of Timmonsville.
was chosen historian, taking 94
Mr. W. C. Bowen of the VAE
votes. Tony Bowman, civil en- department will be interviewed
gineering major of Sumter, was lw Vrank Seddon, president of the
close behind wit£ 83 votes, and Student Forum.
R. E. High, textile manufacturing
Musical numbers will be renmajor of Clemson, had 81.
dered by "Clemson's Own Quartet", a campus organization. Bob
NOTICE
Thomas, architecture senior of
Clemson, will sing a solo.
Because rooming accommodations in Jacksonville, Fla., proper
are filled, hotels, motoar courts, "Y" Council Prints
and tourist homes in Jacksonville "Thumbers"' Cords
Beach and in St. Augustine are
Identification cards for "thumbthe only ones now accessible to
ers"
have been compiled and
Clemson football fans who plan
to watch the 'Gator Bowl game/ printed by the. Senior YMCA
Inquiries may be addressed to Council.
Bearing on its obverse side the
Frank Winchell, Jacksonville
Tourist and Convention Bureau, words "Thank You!", along with
Hemming Park, Jacksonville 2, an appropriate legend; and on
its reverse side "The 'Thumber's'
Fla..
Philosophy", the card is to be
presented to drivers who give
NOTICE
Clemson students "lifts."
All Clemson College business
One card will be given each
and administrative offices will be member of the student body toclosed between 5:00 p. m., De- night, according to Henry Black,
cember 23, and 8:30 a. m., Decem- president of the council. Thereber 28; and between 5:00 p. m., after, a supply will be on hand
December 30, and 8:30 a. m., Jan- free at the YMCA desk and at
uary 2, 1949.
the Guard Room.

VAE Department
Will Appear On
Forum Program

Merry Christmas - An Editorial
* \

Christmas is traditionally the season for
an exchange of greetings between friends.
And rightly so. In observing the birth of
the Christ Child, nothing could be more fitting than to follow His spirit of goodwill,
than heartily to "do unto others . . .", than
to acknowledge again the greatness of Him
and His teachings in love for our fellow
man.

Clemson's first untied and undefeated
football team since Heisman is an excellent
example of what can be done by teamwork.
We salute the All-Americans, the AllSoutherns, and the All-Staters. "We doff
our hats to the All-Righters. They are the
unsung heroes. May the stockings of the
Bohunks bulge just a wee bit fuller than
anybody else's.

So it is this spirit that the staff of The
Tiger wishes to express publicly its gratitude to some, its admiration for some, and
its thanks to all.

To Coach Frank Howard, his staff and
football team, we add a very special wish—
A HAPPY NEW7 YEAR!
To the deans and heads of departments,
to the faculty, and all who are responsible
for the kind of training the Clemson graduate receives.

To all Clemson men and their friends everywhere, A MERRY CHRISTMAS! There
has been real progress made during the past
year, progress that could not have been
achieved without many, many willing hands,
and some stout, loyal hearts.
Among the outstanding accomplishments
are some that are tangible, others not visible to the eye, and some that are still in
the planning stage.. Some of the things we
have enjoyed are the results of the faithful
and dogged determination and the loyalty
of a few; others have come from cooperation and teamwork. All are worth the sacrifices made, and all are for the common
good of your Alma Mater.
A M«rry Christmas To—
President Poole, for his leadership, both
on the campus and in national organizations
for the advancement of education, for the
prominent leadership he has provided and
the prestige it has brought Clemson, for his
warm personal interest in the welfare of
his faculty and his student body, and for
his efforts to keep alive alumni contact with
the institution, for his willingness to remain a leader in education rather than become a high-salaried man of the business
world, for his open-mindedness on all matters affecting the welfare of your Alma
Mater, and for his aggressive leadership
that has brought many improvements. And
last, but by no means least, for the hope that
his leadership inspires for the future.
To Frank Howard, his able coaching staff,
members of the playing team, IPTAY m*embers, IPOAY's, the Band, the Senior Platoon, the cheer leaders, Stumpy Banks, who
carried the chain, all loyal suporters, and
especially to the BOHUNKS, those great
guys who take the brunt of the work on the
practice field but never get to the playing
field—A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

Your Alma Mater, after all, stands or falls
on the kind of produce you produce. All other things are secondary. The unsung instructor and all who serve loyally the real
purpose of the institution .— MERRY
CHRISTMAS'.
To Miss Virginia Shanklin, Mr. G. E.
Metz, and all who made possible the superb
Artist's Series program of last year only
after years of struggle against increasing
struggle against increasing difficulties.
Whose first efforts met with failure, but
whose faith and determinaton have made
our present series among the best in the
nation—MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To Mr. Dave Watson and his department
for all the paving and parking improvements they have made, and to him and his
class for erecting the Outdoor Theater, a
thing of beauty and usefulness where ugliness once reigned—MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To Ed Osborne,
helping us fill space
throughout the land
teams Clemson has
CHRISTMAS.

publicity director, for
and for making known
one of the best football
ever had ... MERRY

To Mr. Metz and his staff, for all the extra
miles they have traveled for the good of
Clemson . . . MERRY CHRISTMAS. Extra helping of the same to Mr. K. N. Vickery, one of The Tiger's best reporters.
To the treasurer, Mr. Joe Brown, and his
staff for keeping everyone's account in order . .. MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To Henry Simons, associate ag editor, for
help in planning and writing Tiger features
and news stories, and to him and Mrs. Simons for getting us interviews with the right
people . . . MERRY CHRISTMAS.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Clemson College Makes Plans
For $800,000 Ag Building
Hams Make Contact
Professor G. D. Hallmark, assistant professor of electrical engineering, was host to the Clemson 'Amateur Radio Club which
held its regular Monday night
meeting at his home. Professor
Hallmark is faculty advisor for
the club.
During the evening, refreshments were served and the members made several contacts with
other stations over Mr. Hallmark's station W4AUT. The Cornell University Radio Club was
among the stations contacted, and
greetings were exchanged by the
two clubs.
A club key was presented to
Mr. Hallmark by the club president, Joe Gault.

On Pleasure Jaunt
Major S. M. Martin, retired
head of the mathematics department, left here December 4 to
visit relatives in the west.
His first stop is Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he is visiting his half
brother.
Major Martin will leave Tulsa
by plane this Saturday for Los
Angeles to spend Christmas with
his son, Richard W. Martin.
The Major will be back in
Clemson the first week in January.

NOTICE

By J. E. CUSHMAN

Professor J. P. LaMaster and
Professor B. E. Goodale, professors of dairying, presented the
architectural design of the new
Animal Science Building to the
members of the Dairy Club last
Tuesday night.
This was the
main content of the program for
the bi-monthly meeting of the
Dairy Club. Funds for this building have been requested of the
state legislature, and this project
is being backed by the South
Carolina Dairy Association.
There will be three Schools of
Ag located in this ultra-modern
Phi Eta Sigma initiated six structure, which will be located
new members and one professor at the intersection of Jersey and
Forest Avenues where the brick
last'Thursday at the "Y" cabin.
Professor G. D. Hallmark, as- apartment house is now located.
sistant professor of electrical en- These three schools are the dairy
gineering, was the new faculty department, the animal husbaninitiate, while C. M. Crawford, dry department, and the poultry:
chemistry major of Greenville; M. department, which will be located
G. Michael, textile chemistry ma- on the three floors respectively
jor of Linwood, N. C; A. B. Sig*. with the dairy department on the
ley, agronomy major of Laurens; first floor.
Without equipment, this buildJ. C. Ferguson, electrical engineering major of Asheville, N. C; ing will cost approximately $800,and C. J. Gray, chemical engi- 000. Professor Goodale did not
neering major of Anderson, were disclose the cost of the speciallydesigned equipment which will go
the six student initiates.
Professor B. E. Goodale, pro- into the creamery located in the
fessor of dairying, is the new ground floor in the rear wing of
faculty advisor. Professor Good- the structure. He has personally
ale succeeds Dr. D. C. Sheldon, designed some special equipment
who was the first faculty advisor which will give dairy majors at
of this organization since it was Clemson educational advantages
second to none.
granted a charter here.
Professor Goodale gave 'details
Howard E. Lee is president of
Phi Eta Sigma, which has a re- on the creamery, stating that
quirement of a 7.5 grade-point powdered, condensed, and whole
ratio for membership. The club milk be sold. Also, cheese and
will hold another meeting Janu- milk by-products will be retailed.
ary 6, when new officers will be There is also the possibility that
elected, and plans made for a a fountain will be maintained in
special award for a scholarship to this section. •
Professor LaMaster fully disbe presented to an outstanding
cussed the general building plans
student on Scholarship Day.
which include research depart-*ments, offices, classrooms, an assembly room, student labs, elevators, and many other useful conveniences not accessible in the
present ag building.
This architectural sketch was
' The annual holiday formal ball
of Gamma Kappa Alpha, North drawn by Phelps Bultman, an arCarolina-Clemson club, will be chitectural senior from Sumter,
given at the Officers' Club, Mor- His design was unanimously selected by both architectural exris Field, Charlotte, the night of
Thursday, December 30, from 9:00 perts and the three ag school
p. m. until 1:00 a. .m. Final plans leading professors as the best1
include the music of Walter Ha- out of the 37 entries. The progen and elaborate decoration of fessors asserted that this was an.
the hall. A number of special excellent design and needed only
holiday melodies will be played minor changes to be a perfect
Animal Science Building for
during the evening.
Sponsors for the dance are Miss Clemson.
This hew building has been
Connie Manly for Leland Puckett,
president; Miss Betty Brown for needed for some time by ClemH. Rychen Kennedy, vice presi- son and the state research dedent; Miss Marion Hunter for Bill partments. If the legislature apMitchell, secretary; Miss Anne proves the appropriation bill for
Sullivan for Bob Payne, dance the necessary funds, this will
chairman; and Miss Rachel Craig stand as.a great step in the agfor Lewis Calvert, decorations ricultural advancement of South
Carolina.
chairman.
Ribbons will be worn by club
members and their dates.
Because of the manner in
which the Corps of Cadets has
responded and is still responding
to the Campus Chest Drive, there
will be no Inspection Saturday.
Rooms will be prepared as
though for a regular daily O. D.
inspection.
By Order of the Commandant

Phi Eta Sigma Taps

Band and Platoon Scheduled Gamma Kappa Alpha
For Bowl Appearance at Half Gives Holiday Ball
By HOWELL ARTHUR
Gay and colorful ceremonies
will mark the fourth annual 'Gator Bowl classic on January 1,
1949, as the Tigers of Clemson
College and the Tigers of the University of Missouri meet in Jacksonville, Fla., to decide the outcome of one of football's most important post-season games. A
crowd of 40,000 is expected to
watch the battle between Clemson, champion of the Southern
Conference, and Missouri, runner-up in the Big Seven Conference and the only team which
has defeated Southern Methodist
University this season.
Clemson's Senior Platoon and
band will provide part of the
elaborate half-time entertainment,
which will include also the music
of nineteen other bands, the
crowning of Queen Ulaila II, and
a color guard of the United States
Marine Corps.
The game will be broadcast
over a National Broadcasting
Company coast-to-coast hook-up,
with Ted Husing announcing.
At 1:37 p. m., the group of
twenty bands combined will play
the national anthem from the
middle of the field. The gridiron
will be cleared as quickly as possible, and officials and team captains will meet on the fifty-yard
line for the coin toss. The kickoff will come at 1:45.
Half-time performances will be
the nineteen bands combined, by

Clemson cadets who are memthe Landon Lionettes, by the
Clemson College Senior Platoon bers of the band and the Senior
and band, and by drum major- Platoon and who will perform at
ettes from all over Florida and the 'Gator Bowl game at JackGeorgia. At the end of the game, sonville, Fla., will be transported to and from Jacksonville in
all bands will join in playing three buses, and will be quarter"Auld Lang Syne" under the di- ed in the Naval Air Station in
rection of Robert Smith of the Jacksonville.
Robert E. Lee High School band
The organizations are to be in
in Jacksonville.
the charge of Capt. George
Queen Ulaila's court of honor Coakley, U. S. Army. It is unis to be chosen by the mayor and- derstood that the cadets will be
or the Junior Chamber of Com- in uniform, and that they will go
merce in each town or city in as a group from Clemson.
Buses will leave Clemson at
Florida having a band in the festivities and-or a Chamber of 9:00 a. m. Friday, December 31,
and will arrive in Jacksonville
Commerce.
Other bands will be from An- at 9:00 p. m. the same day. They
drew Jackson High School and will depart from Jacksonville
Julia Landon High School, both at 10:00 a. m., Sunday, January 2,
in Jacksonville; Way cross High 1949, in order that they can be
School, Way cross, Ga.; Bunnell back at Clemson by 10:00 p. m.
Stops will be made en route to
High School, Bunnell, Fla.; Palatka High School, Palatka, Fla.; Jacksonville in Greenwood and
Dixie County High School, Dixie in Augusta, Ga., to accommodate
County, Fla.; Fletcher High men living nearer to those comSchool, Fletcher, Fla'.; Fernandina munities than to Clemson. The
High School, Fernandina, Fla.; few who live nearer JacksonJasper High School, Jasper, Fla.; ville than Augusta will be perGainesville High School, Gaines- mitted to meet the group in
ville, Fla.; Lake City High School, Jacksonville.
It has been stated that the
Lake City, Fla.
Also, Branford High School, trip for the band and the plaBranford, Fla.; Kirby-Smith Ju- toon has been made possible by
nior High School, John Gorrie a group of men who wish to reJunior High School, Taylor Coun- main anonymous.
The platoon and the band will
ty High School, Taylor County,
Fla.; DuPont Junior High School, enter the bowl through gates No.
Valdosta High School, Valdosta, 5 and No. 6 on East Duval Street.
Mileage will be paid bands acGa.; Live Oak High School, Live
cording to the rules of the FBA.
Oak, Fla.

Cherokees Sponsoring
Donee At Goffney
The Cherokee County-Clemson
Club announces that it will sponsor a Christmas dance in the
Limestone College gym on December 20, 9:00 till 1:00. Music
will be furnished by the Brigadiers, "Commanders of Southern
Music."
Henry B. Coyle and David L.
Plaxico, heads of the dance committee, stated that this is the
first Christmas dance the club
has sponsored, and a large attendance is expected.

g^ 7«£e& TttvuU

by their words —- — — —"I don't want to make dam
engineers out -of you. gentlemen,
but you must understand the fundamentals of dams."
. . . Bob "Bernouli" Moorman
"... a six-by-heavy should be
of sufficient size to withstand the
load."
. . . "Happy Joe" Richardson
"I realize yesterday's quiz was
confusing, gentlemen. I'll give
you another one today to help
your averages."
. . . "Wild Bill" Smith
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Writer Confesses Thai He Murdered Man
"Because He Wouldn't le! Me Sleep"
By HOWELL ARTHUR

The Clemson College Glee CIu'> Makes wifh the vocal cords at the Christmas Concert Monday night.
Professor Hugh H. McGarity is" -conducting. (Ph >to by Bob Gettys.)

Large Crow<
The Clemson College Glee
Club presented its third annual
program of Christmas music in
the college auditorium on Monday night. An estimated crowd
of 1,000 turned out to hear aria'
frcm Handel's Messiah along with
other yuletide music.
The program" was under the
direction of "Huge H. McGarity
and featured Perry Trakas, tenor,
Frank Brown, baritone, Cal Shadwell, baritone, Eddie Seigler, baritone, Jim Scruggs, tenor, and
Doc Roberts, tenor, as soloists.
Mrs. High McGarity and Miss
Nancy Hunter were guest 'pianists.
The choir is composed of 47
voices and has Seigler as president, Trakas, vice-president, Haywood Bagwell, secretary, Theo
Monroe, librarian, Jim Attaway,
business manager and Jim Padgett, publicity manager.
The first part of the program
included four songs, - '"May Thy
Blessed Spirit" by Tschesnokoff,
"The Spacious Firmament" by
Haydn, "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring,, by Bach and "Noel, Noel''
by Gevaert.
Trakas, Brown and Shadwetl,
assisted by the chorus, sang
several selections from the Messiah before intermission. After
the interlude, additional Handei
music was offered with TrakaSeigler and Scruggs as soloists.
Mr. and Mrs. McGarity intermixed three piano selections with
those senj
During the last -part of the progiam the audio
ipated
with the glee club in singing
"Hark! The Herald Angels Sing."
"O Come All Ye Faithful" and
"Joy To The World:" Two carols.
"Pat-a-Pan", a French Provencal,
and "Carol Of The Bells," a Ukrainian carol by Leontovich, cam:
next.
The Fred Waring arrangement
of Howe-Steffe's "Battle Hymn
Of Thme Republic" ended the
regular program.
Roberts was
soloist on this number.
The group returned with two
encores, "Jingle Bells" and
"Sleigh Ride."
CRUEL FATE
Oil, have him went?
Oh, have him gone?
Oh, have him left I
All alone?
Ah, Cruel Fate
To I unkind.
To take he forth
And leave I hind.
Ah, could it were?

Kansas State College Offers Graduates
Research And-Teaching Assistanlships

The Graduate School of Kansa; ♦
State College has announced the
opening of research and teaching Student Forum Plans
asssistantships for the school Christmas Program
year beginning September, 1949.
A Christmas program will be
Assistantships are available in presented by the Student Forum
the following fields: agricultural
of the Air next Thursday night,
economics and engineering, agronDecember 23 at 8:00. It is to be
omy, animal husbandry, applied dedicated to the wives and mothmechanics, architecture, art, bacers of Clemson students, and will
teriology, botany, chemistry and
be broadcast by stations WAIM
chemical engineering, civil engi- and WCAC-FM in Anderson.
neering, textiles, dairy, economics,
"The Small One" is the. Christeducation, electrical engineering,
mas story that will be enacted;
English,
entomology,
genetics Mrs. Virginia Seddon will do the
and geology. •
narration by Charles Tazewell.
Also government, history, horMusic will be done by Mr. and
ticulture, machine design, matheMrs. I. D. King of Clemson and
matics, mechanical engineering, Anderson,
parasitology, physics, poultry hus- istrar's Office.
bandry, psychology, shop practice,
TEXTILES FEATURED
sociology, and zoology.
The School of Textiles will be
The assistanceships which may featured on the Clemson Student
be graduate or graduate research, Forum of the Air on Thursday,
may be en the nine-months or
December 30 at 8:00. The broadtwelve-months-a-year basis. They cast will be carried by stations
may be of two types, half-time
WAIM and WCAC-FM in Anor two-fifths time .appointments. derson.
On the basis of nine months, the
Bob Rice will be narrator, and
stipened for half-time is $1215; discussion will center around
for two-fifths time. S990.
the topic, "Why Textile IndusApplication forms may be ob- tries Move South."
tained from the office of the Dean
of the Graduate School, "Kansas
State College, Manhattan, Kansas. Applications should be returned not later than April 1,
1949.
The Clemson College chapter of
the American Society of Civil
Jcax Afymrti Meeting
Engineers met Thursday, December 7, and made plans for a banTentatively Planned
quet to be held after the Christ'
"Uncle Jake" Woodward, sec-^ mas holidays.
It was decided, tentatively, that
retary of the alumni association,
stated that he has received tele- the banquet should include a
phone calls from Jacksonville steak supper at Walhalla. A
men who are interested in an speaker will be selected from
alumni meeting during the "bowl" Clemson's faculty. If arrangeweek-end.
ments can be satisfactorily made,
The exact place of the meet- the banquet will be held January
ing has not been decided, but Mr. 10, 1949.
Woodward was informed that the
Following a short business
meeting will be held Friday night meeting, two technicolor films of
before the Saturday game.
especial interest to engineering
He will leave here Thursday, students were shown by ProfesDecember 30, in order to be in sor Trively.
Jacksonville in time for the meetApproximately one hundred
ing.
Clemson students are members of
the American Society of Civil
OLDTIMER SAYS:
Engineers.
You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what Green Blackboards,
they could and should do for
themselves.
Brown Chalk Used By
. . . Buffalo Bee

Stars of "Oklahoma" Get Ride,
In Real Surrey With Fringe On Top

CARY, ILL.—From singing about a "surrey with the fringe on
cop" Caroline Tanner, feminine star of the Broadway musical.
"Oklahoma", graduates to driving one. Otto Schnering, president of
Curtiss Candy Company, shows her how to hold the reins as she prepares to give her co-stars Wilton Clary and Marianna Peterson a ride
in a real horse-drawn surrey during a picnic held for the show's cast
at the Curtiss farms near here.

ASCE Club Plans
To Have Banquet

N. Dakota Students

GRAND FORKS, N. D. (I. P.)
—Students write on green blackj boards with brov/n chalk at the
University of North Dakota. Prof.
1
A. V. Overn, attempting, to answer the question of what part
does school room lighting play in
student's class work, had a room
; arranged acqording to principles
of correct classroom lighting.
The walls were painted a light
blue-green and have a 50 per cent
no-glare factor. The ceiling was
made a no-glare white. Woodwork was painted a few shades
darker than the walls. Fluorescent lighting fixtures with baffles
under the tubes to prevent side
rays from hitting students' eyes
were used.
This room is supposed to give
a non-glare light of 30-foot candles on the desk anywhere in it.
Overn said he feels his students
are more alert and do better work
in their classes in this room than
otherwise.
Our chemists wise, it comes to pass
Are making milk of grain and
grass.
But lovers of this fluid say,
They still prefer the udder way.
. . . Akron Buchtelite

I have always been told that
familiarity breeds contempt. Maybe that is why I regard sleep
with such great and special esteem: I feel that I've never had
a chance to become intimately
acquainted with it.
Now, I'm a meek fellow when
I'm left alone. I seldom get stinking drunk except on holidays, and
then I crawl off to myself and be
sick in private. But I have one
vicious streak in me, and it vents
itself fully on people who awaken
me unnecessiarily.
At one time in jny life, I had
almost perfect control over my
strength, whose magnitude I am
often unable to realize, at these
times. I could awaken, say "Was
fur ein allerverdammten Tag" in
my best German (whieh is not
very good), roll over, and return
to the Land of Nod from whence
I had. come.
Now, however, reclining years
(20 in all) and the increasing responsibilities which come with
age have taken their toll of my
nerve fibers. Nowadays, the Thin
Veneer of Civilization of which
[ have read too much wears off
my demeanor, and my animal instincts take over. I bare my
pyorrhead fangs, scream like a
Banshee, and attack my assailant
with all the strength adrenalin
can inspire. I started biting my
fingernails recently after having
clawed a half-pound of salable
meat from the face of one of my
best friends.
All this is a build-up. A buildup to a confession, that is. Yesterday, I killed a man. Yes, I
killed him, and I'm glad. It happened this way:
Having had my maxium three
hours of sleep the night before, I
had no right to take a nap yesterday afternoon. I was overly selfindulgent at the time, though, and
and I created a minor earthquake
in China when I hit the hay.

That was two hours before rereal, and I had planned to spend
'.hat two hours in the arms of
Morpheus, whoever he is. I had
been asleep for perhaps fortyfive minutes xWlren my roommate and his brother awakened
me by arguing as to who should
have the family automobile durng the Christmas holidays. I suddenly found myself wishing%that
my roommate and his brother
could take the family automobile
and journey to a clime whose
warmth exceeds that of South
Carolina by many degrees, in the
winter time at least.
I should have brought out the
fact that I am most dangerous in
my periods of half-consciousness.
That was my state now, for it
takes more than two chatterboxes to bring me fully to my
senses. Now, the man who was
to become my victim entered. After exchanging a few words of
greetings with my "Old Lady,"
he turned his attention to me.
Noticing that I lay in the twilight
of slumber, he ran over to my
sarcophagus, yelling all the while,
"Move over, Ugly. I'm sleepy,
too!"
I have since realized that his
action in getting into my bed was
his stupid conception of a jest.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
see the humor in this; I am to
this hour. Taking from my tunic
a dirk which I had concealed
there for emergencies such as the
one at hand, I dissected some of
his interior members through a
small opening in his back. The
two oral antagonists whom I have
already mentioned were so hot
in their debate that they did not
see me lift his stiff form and
stuff it into my foot-locker.
Tomorrow I shall weight the
body with Mess Hall biscuits and
dump it into the Seneca River.
Please don't tell on me. He is
dead, and I am glad.

Moore Defends Senior Platoon In
Verbal Battle With Citadel Grad

William McKay (center) senior dairying student at Clemson from Hendersonville, N. C, is shown
above receiving- the 1948 Borden Agricultural Scholarship Award of S300 from Dr. R. F. Poole,
president of Clemson, and Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the Clemson School of Agriculture. The annual award is ^presented by the Borden Company Foundation to the agricultural student having
the highest scholastic average among those who include two or more dairy subjects in their courses
of study. McKay topped 36 other competitors with a grade point ratio of 8.01.

Public Health
Service Desires
Clemson Grads
Approximately sixty prospective February and June graduates
were interviewed by representatives of the Public Health Service
while on the campus last week.
In response to information mailed
oy the Registrar's Office to students in selected fields, 'over fifty
students interested in a training
assignment were interviewed by
Dr!.J. Stuart and Mr. R. W. Bowman of the Public Health Service
with headquarters in Washington.
The positions available under
the training assignment plan pay
$2,644.80 annually. The plan is
designed to train men for assignment at P-2 grade Health Program Specialist.
Additional information concerning employment with the
Public Health Service may be secured by writing Richard W.
Bowman, Room 4603, Federal Security Building, South, U. S. Publie Health Service, Washington 25,
D. C.

Long, weary nights in foxholes
^♦^♦^♦^♦^^♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦JHJ*^
Were full of theughts of you;
Your tiny hand in mine, dear,
FOR THE BEST
Your gentle, soft voice, too.
IN
STUDENT BUYS
Now that I have come back to
USE
STUDENTS'
you
COURTESY
CARDS
And you are always near,
I hear your sweet voice through
the day;
It's night—shut up, my dear!
— . . . Waynesburg Yellow Jacket
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All the girls tote little cases
Designd for making up their faces
I wish they had some other kinds
Designed for making up their
minds.
. . . Akron Buchtelite

7 W. Washington Street
218 N. MAIN
GREENVILLE, S. C.

^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^

The State, Columbia newspaper,*
is the battle ground for a verbal
Clemson, S. C.
war between Bill Moore, publicity
Dec. 13, 1948
director for the Senior Platoon
Editor The State
and Major Leo K. Fowler, Citadel
GENE ANDERSON'S DEP'T STORE
Columbia, S. C.
class of '35.
Dear Sir:
Below is a copy of the exchange
Would you please print the
VISIT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S
of fire.
j
statement below in regard to the
To the. Editor of The State:
Ready-to-Wear
After reading an article on the article written by Maj. L. K.
|
sports page regarding the Clem- Fowler about the drill platoons
son-Citadel football game played
212-214 South Main Street i
Anderson, S. C.
of The Citadel and Clemson?
in Charleston on Dec. 4, 1948, it
"Major
L.
K.
Fowler
of
The
was noted that reference was
Coed: "This dance floor is cer- j
made to the fact that the Clem- Citadel has taken up part of an
YOU CAN'T BEAT VALUE
ion drill platoon won the exhibi- argument which doubtless will tainly slippery."
Her date: "It isn't the dance
tion drill.
never be settled once and for all floor. I just had my shoes shined." i
In view of the fact that the ar- Which is the better drill platoon
ticle did not portray the events The Citadel Summerall Guards or
as they actually happened and to the Clemson Senior Platoon? Ma
correct the wrong impression jor Fowler has given the reasons
given that The Citadel platoon why he feels that The Citadel has
was defeated, it is requested that a better but a more unfortunate
these facts be published in a fu- unit. His reasons are the result:
ture issue of your paper.
of a biased opinion. Mine will
(a) The Clemson platoon drill- be likewise.
ed first during the half time pe"The Citadel authorities assign
riod .
ed the Clemson drill platoon the
(b) The exhibition was good first ten minutes of the halftime.
but each movement made by the It used nine minutes and fortyplatoon was directed by
voice one seconds, which was within
command.
bounds of the predetermined
(c) The crowd was quiet and agreement.
It was announced
no .disrupting influences were put over the stadium loudspeaker on
in their way.
two occasions that the onlookers
There's nothing your Dad,
(d) Please underline the fol- were requested to remain- quiet
brother or rich uncle
lowing: The Clemson platoon con- while the Clemson platoon was on
sumed all but about five or six the field. The stands ignored the
would like better than
minutes of the time allotted for request and APPLAUDED.
the half time intermission.
"The attendants at'the CitadelArrows for Christmas.
(e) The Citadel platoon drills Clemson game were definitely
in a silent count with each mem- pro-Citadel; there is no doubt
ber counting for himself. The en- as to the veracity of that stateSo why waste vacation
tire drill is a continuous count ment. Yet they gave applause
with no voice direction given to where coplause was due—to the
time shopping? Just see
indicate what movement is to be Clemson Senior Platoon, for a
"K
executed.
colorful, awe-inspiring, and faultyour local Arrow dealer
(1) As the platoon started the less exhibition of fancy drill.
for some practical gifJ
last half of the drill, the Clem^BARONET"
"In regard to Major Fowler's
son team came on the field, along advice for checking the facts on
suggestions.
$7.50
with The Citadel team and the both platoons during various sumcrowd, of course, raised its col- mer camp drills, I request that
lective voice in a cheer. The ref- he show me or any other Clemson
erees, headlinesman, umpire and man, in black and white, any
r-or example—Arrow's firie
others rushed on the field" and records which state The Citadel's
white shirts are always
placed the ball in position for the superiority over any Clemson
opening kickoff.
drill unit.
welcome, and a warm and
"Ancient or forgotten facts are
(g) The platoon commander,
colorful Arrow sports shirt
seeing the teams ready, tried to not necessarily the criteria for
stop the drill but was unable to judging today's drill activities.
would
be a perfect gift for
make
his command
heard Clemson's football team will ,not
throughout the entire platoon, be judged ten years hence on this
an outdoor Dad I
therefore, when the count reach- past season's performances, neied the point for the execution of ther will the drill units of either
the next movement half of the school.
A few nice Arrow ties
platoon started and executed the
"The' question of today is:
next movement while the others, Which platoon put on the better
might hit the spot. $1 to.
ARROW SPORTS SHIRTS FROM $4.00
who had heard the platoon com- and more colorful show? The
mander, marched from the field. crowd at Johnson Hagood stadium
$2.50. Or how about a
The above is what actually on Saturday, December 4 knows
box of fine Arrow handhappened and I am sure that in the answer. There is no doubt
the interest of presenting both as to Clemson's drill superiority
kerchiefs with Dad's initial?
sides of a story, you will at least that day.
give The Citadel an opportunity
"There are your facts, Major."
to present its side of the story.
Cadet Lt. Col. W. H. Moore
Regarding the question of who j
Respectfully Submitted,
Se)e your Arrow Dealer. <
won, all we need advise those'
Pub. Dir. Senior Platoon
who might be interested is to look
at the record of the two platoons I took her to a nite club,
during their summer training at I took her to a show,
various R.O.T.C. camps where I took her almost everywhere
they have drilled in competition A boy and girl could go.
S»
If
against each other. The facts I took her to swell dances,
ARROW
^
.^
SHIRTS and TIES
will speak for themselves.
I took her out to tea,
And then suddenly I realized
Leo K. Fowler,
HANDKERCHIEFS from 35c
Major, Infantry, United States That she'd been taking me.
Army, Class of 1935.
- . . The Villanovan
—

r
STOP WORRYING^

TAKE DAD ARROW SHIRTS
FOR
CHRISTMAS!

ARROW

&

i

By Bill Coslello

'irst Place i
Applications Are E%
For Jynior Professions

W. M. Barfiek!, fcsniiiial husbandry junior of Sumier.
took firsl prize, a radix) given by Ihe Clemson Appliance
Shop, at Stunt Night ceremonies held in the College Chapel
'as! Thursday night. Tk'te judges voted Barfield trfe outstanding pevforrnef.

Company "I" won a sterling ♦
silver
goblet,
donated by the
Cochran Jewelers of Anderson,
and sandwiches and coffee for the
entire company, given by the
"Juice Shop," for its skit called
1T G. Daniel, chemical engi"We Faculty."
neering junior of Charlotte, N. C,
J. W. Mahaffee, animal hus\
vas/ elected president of the
ban-dry junior of Gaffney, was se- Clemson Society of Chemical Enlected the outstanding worker for gineers at a meeting last Tuesday
He succeeds E. H. Pittthe program. He was awarded a \
inan,
chemical
engineering senior
five dollar meal ticket by the
Wf /Bishopville.
College Cafe. Mahaffee also won
.Daniel served as treasurer of
Dr. Milford's surprise package, he. organization last year.
E. D. Brockman, chemical ena bag of oranges.
J. T. Hill, electrical engineer- gineering junior/ of Greer, was
chosen vice president, succeeding
ing, senior of Timmonsville, wor
D. O. Blanchett, chemical engia haircut, tonic, and shampoo of- neering sejiior of Greenville.
fered by Patterson^ Barber Shop.
L. A. Mitchell, chemical engiFifty milkshakes were' given to leering Junior of Folly Beach, is
Band Company by Martin's Drug the new secretary. His predecessor is Earl Bishop, chemical enStore for the best organized stunt. gineering senior of Kingston, Pa.
Company "M" received YI&CA
.The society's new treasurer is
show passes for the entire com- T. M. McCurry, chemical engipany, and "D" company got ten neering junior of Anderson.
Dr. Allen Bern-Allan, head of
oasses from the New Clemson
the chemical engineering departTheater.
ment, was chosen faculty advisor
Art Roberts, master of cere- for the coming year.
monies, received a shirt and tie
The new officers will take over
from Hoke Sloan's men's store.
control of the club at the next
Three members of "K" com- meeting, which will be soon after
pany may hend a free telegram Christmas, and will serve until
through the courtesy of "Clad next January.
Tidings" Deason.
J. R. Cothran, agricultural engineering junior of Inman, wor
two dinners from the Mayfair
Grill in Anderson and a halfpound can of tobacco from ' the
College Pharmacy.
Brown University reports that
J. E. Willtams, architectural their, biology department has desenior of Spartanburg, won a veloped a strain of prodigiously
smoker's desk set given by Acker's obese mice. For their first sixty
Office Supply in sAnderson.
days the mice were perfectly norFour cartons of Chesterfields mal, then they suddenly sat down
were distributed among the ac- and ate.
tors.. Two cartons were donated
"This
phenomenon
is
very
by the Ballentine Grocery and curious since these mice, kept
two from the Chesterfield Ciga- for cancer research, have an orrette Company.
dinarily lean 'pedigreed ancestry

December 14. 1940
*
Monte O. Rente of the-Atlanta

Daniel Named Prexy
peers Letters to and
From Santa

•

Here's the^one that won. W. M. Barfield and his supporting cast
of ""I" Company performers show how NOT to act in zoology
class, or in any other class, for that matter. The occasion is
Clemson's annual Stunt Night, held last Friday night in the College Chapel. (Photo by Ted Thompson).

Brown Univ. Rats
Look For Corsets

This one got second place. A. A. "Bumps" Freeman conducts a
mur bunch of cheezy squares from Band Company in the Watch
movement from Longines. Here he is expressing rapt disapproval at audience participation which consisted for the most part of
jeers. (Photo by Ted Thompson.)

e
©user Workshop

Barfield, who has already gotten his name in the paper, receives
from David Peebles the radio he won for being judged "best actor" in the Stunt Night program. (Photo by Ted Thompson).

D1LLARD-GETTYS SPORTING
ANDERSON'S

ONLY EXCLUSIVE
GOODS STORE

SPORTING

Just Above State Theater

BALLENGER - PRICE MOTORS
PL Y M O U T H

CHRYSLER

Expert Repairing and Service
Genunie Mcpar Engineered and Inspected Parts
feENECA, S.

c. —
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MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES

Clemson's Little Theater group
will sponsor a workshop for its
pledges beginning January 4 and
ending January 11.
On Monday, January 3, Mrs.
Katie Hinds of Clemson will give
a lecture and demonstration of
theatrical make-up. Mrs. Hinds,
has been the make-up advisor for
the little theater for the past
several productions.
Tuesday, David Peebles, arts
and sciences junior of Hampton,
Va., will lecture and demonstrate
the use of gesture and speech in
dramatic presentation.
A lecture, demonstration, application and citique will be conducted Thursday, January 6, by
a member of the speech and
drama department at Bob Jones
University.
A lecture on dramatic technique will be presented Monday,
January 10, by a member of the
drama department at Furman
University. This lecture will include proper kneeling, sitting,
stage falls, standing, and building
climaxes on the stage.
The workshop is open to all
students and community people
interested in the lectures. All
students will be given an opportunity to participate in the workshops.

By HASSELL SlMPSON
NOTE: The following is an ex.■jtpt from the Santa Claus letter
if Winnie Winthrop, and has been
carefully censored before publication.
Dear Santa,
I have been a good girl for the
past month, and I want you to
bring me these items: A robin'segg-blue Buick convertible, a silver fox cape, a couple of hundred
bucks, some fruit, nuts, and
candy, and one large man. This
man should be tall, dark, and
handsome, and must like washedout blondes like me. He must be
an upright, downright, outright,
not-too-bright stack of masculinity with a limited allowance. He
nust be a MILITARY man. In
ihort, a Clemson man.'
Love,
Winnie W.
The following is the reply of
Santa to Winnie W.:
Dear Winnie; ■
Your fur and dough are on
the way, and the Buick will be
delivered shortly. I hope you
!
ike these trifling gifts. Perhaps
they will in some small way compensate for the fact that I will not
be able, to get your man this
Christmas, because of the unusually large demand. Clemson
men have been sold out in advance for two years, and even
men from lower institutions of
learning are unavailable at present. All I have to offer is one
Citadel cadet colonel. Of course,
you are not interested; I mention
.he fact only to show you to
what deaths I have to go in
times like these.
I will put your name on my
waiting, list for Clemson men.
Perhaps your order will, be filled
by 1951. Best wishes for better
luck next time.
Love,
/..
Santa
' MORAL TO BE DEDUCED
FROM THE ABOVE: Between
Santa and Fate's fickle finger, a
girl has a hard time.

which in all cases is longer than
that of the king of England's.
"In some cases these pets of
Sidney Greenstreet weigh almost
;wice as much as the 35 to 42
grams of their normal relatives
One little wonder weighs an unbelievable 72 grams. •
"Two theories have been offered.
One is that the ogesit is
caused by a nervous disorder
another that it is due to an imbalance of hormones.
"The research carried out on
these mice is directly applicable
to human beings. Life insurance
The graduate school of the Ohio
companies in particular are conState University has announced
cerned with the findings.
ihe following fellowships, for the
year 1949-50:
The^,Stillman W.'Robinson FeK
lowship, providing $750 annually,
is open to graduates in mechanical, civil, and' electrical engineering. The student to whom this
Plans for the 1948 Christmas
fellowship is awarded must de'our of the Brigadiers dance band
vote his entire,time to the work
have been completed. The band
and at least one-half of the work
will use fourteen pieces, featuring
must be research. Applications
Leon Williams, tenor saxophonist;
should be filed by February 15,
and Cal Shadweli, vocalist. •
and must include a general outThe tour will begin in Gaffney
line of the work proposed.
on December 20. From there the
The Battelle,. Memorial Insti-.
Brigadiers will go to Florence on
tute Fellowship carries an honorDecember 21, to Charleston December 22-23, to Chester Decem- arium of $1,000 a year. Al!
course work will be taken at the
ber 24, to Dillon, on December 27,
Ohio State University and reto Abbeville on December 28, and
to Greenwood on December 29. search will be carried on at The
The band has not been booked Battelle Memorial Institute. Orfor December 30, but will play in dinarily the fellow will be a canManning on December 31. The didate for the degree Master of
Science or Doctor of Philosophy.
Brigadiers also have an open date
The student will devote his entire time to graduate work and
all research will be carried or
in the general field of application
of science to industries.
The Edward Orton Junior Ceramic Foundation has established a fellowship with an annual
value of $750. Of this amount
$600 is the stipend and $150 is
used for the purchase of materials.
Applications should be
filed by February 15.
In addition to these fellow
ships, a number of graduate as
sistantships have been established
which require a limited amour
of time for laboratory and other
similar assistance. Assistants re-'
ceiv.e $600 to $810 payable ir
nine monthly installments.
At present there are such assistantsships in the- department of
bacteriology, botany, business organization, chemistry, dairy technology, economics, English, geography, German, history, home
economics, horticulture and forestry.
Also mathematics, pathology,
philosophy, physics, physiological
chemistry, psychology, speech,
'zoology and entomology.

Offers Grad Work

Brigadiers Plan
Christmas Tour

MOPSY byGLADYS PARKER

Pick your fabric and name your style and we'll
attend to the FIT

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

on December 18.
The band is now arranging its
repetoiFe for the tour, and will
feature a number of holiday tunes
and popular arrangements of
carols.
In addition to its slow
and hot tunes for which it is
famed, the "commanders of Southern music" are preparing a number of Kenton style pieces to feature their powerful brass section.

PLATTER
\TTER

nsition

District of the Food and Drug
Administration has today visited
the campus in the interest o' se- at, TE ;e C
be fill, si."
curing applications for the c.
The ex a
ination to be given in the near
future for the position of J
Professional Assistant. Mr.' riLn::: at C!er. 31
is primarily interested in
the
position of Food ' and Drug Inspector and
Chemist wi1 i
Food and Drug Admi:
The requirements for junior .■."'r: ■■ by w
fessional Assistant, Food a ri cl Chief of
-i
Drug Option are as follows:
O. Re
tor, Food
"Applicants must have success- and Drug Adrhinistr/ation,
412
fully completed one of the fol- Federal Annex, Atlar.ta 3, Georgia.
lowing:
"A. A full 4-year course in an
accredited college or wniversivy
(or in a non-accredited institution as described on p. 6), leading to a bachelor's degree, including at least 30 semester hours o.
lectures, recitations, and laboratory work in one or any combination
of
the 'following fields:
Chemistry, chemical engineering,
physics, pharmacy, biology, zoology, botany, entomology, para- i
sitology, bacteriology, plant path- ,
ology agronomy, horticulture an--',
imal husbandry, food technology."
The requirements for Chemist'
Option are as follows:
"Applicants must \ have
sueee'ssftilly completed one of the |
following:
"A. A full 4-year' course, in an
accredited college or university
(or in a non-accredited institution as described on p. 6), leading to a bachelor's
degree
in
chemistry. This study must have
included courses
in
chemistry
consisting of lectures, recitations,
and appropriate practical laborav
December 19 to
tory work totaling at least
30
December 25
semester hours; or
By the
"B. Courses in chemistry, in
Editors of th«
an accredited college or univerWorld Book Encyclopedia
sity (or a non-accredited institu-

J&£A

tion as described on p. 6), consisting of lectures, recitations, and
appropriate practical laboratory
work totaling at least 30 semester
hours; plus additional appropriate
exerience
or education which,
when combined with the 30 semester hours in chemistry, will
total 4 years of educaiton and
experience and give the applicant a technical knowledge comparable to that which would have
been acquired through successful
completion of a full -4-year college course."
Prospective February or 'Jung
graduates interested in taking the
examination for appointment as
Junior
Professional
Assistant
must : make
application to the
Civil Service Commission, Atlanta, Georgia, or Washington, D,
C. before^ December 21, 1943, the
closing date for the examination,
announced in the Announcement
No.
137,
(Assembled), . Issued:
Nov. 23, 1948.
(United
States
Civil Service Commission).
"The entrance salary for most

Isaac

Newton

Wooisthorpe,
Christmas

born

in

England,

was

on

Day,

1642.

As

a

youth he neglected his studies
to invent

ingenious

mechan-

ical devices, and, as an adult j
propounded laws of motion and !
gravity, invented the reflector]
telescope,

experimented

spectronalvsis.
the

foundations

physicsfl

with j

Ei; work laid
for

modern t

As a mathematician, \

he was accomplished, and

he

claimed to have invented differential calculus, though li te
claim was disputed. '

By Dave Spiner

CAMPUS CHOICE

SINGING SWEETHEART-Lovely Jo
Stafford, long a top radio and record favor-1
ite, seems destined to become the nation's
number one"honorary prom queen."Hardly '
a day passes that the popular Chesterfield ■
Supper Club radio star isn't asked to accept
the title for some important college
function.
For a, softly sentimental Yuletide tune, don't overlook Nat
Cole's "Christmas Song", written
by vocalist Mel Torme. Frank de
Vol's orch backs the trio with a
string choir. This makes t h'e
tune's third Christmas.
Judy Garland's sister, Jimmi, .
the former Mrs. Bobby
Sherwood,* was last seen singing at
Slapsy Maxie's.
Margaret Whiting's late father,
Richard Whiting, wrote two of
our favorite melodies, "My Ideal"
and "Sleepy Time Gal", which
Maggie will sing in her new Paramount musical short.
If you have a moment to spare
the next time you are in a record shop, listen to Vera Lynn
Vera waxes
singing 50 K
for London Records, London,
. :
\ ich are released inknow what she
. ii it's anything like .
.' G should resernhte
R
.
with a touch of GetImagine thafc
Beneke follows
Harry
December 21 for his. third
run at the "Hollywood Palladium.
Tex and his orch dug hjto. the
past to find and record *'F,ast of
the Sub". "Blue Champagne",
the coupling, is another old fa.-,
vorite and one of the G ienn Miller
standards.
Harry .' accordianpleated his new convertible in an
accident between f/tands.
BEDRUMOKS
Dinah
Shore. and her actor
husband, George Montgomery, are
expecting again' early in 1949.
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Bob Rayle

•
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J. W. (BUI) Snipes
Business Manager

Bill Costello

Jack Cribb

News Editor

Sports Editor

that he would like to take this
opportunity to wish all the troops
a very happy season and a prosperous New Year. Remember to
be careful, too. It's better to pass
up one or two at the bar than to
fee crossing it.

Jimmy Thomas
Circulation Manager
Member of
Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
> led by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year l>y the students of Clemson College
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim. "The
Souths Most Interesting College Newspaper", is based on circulation,
comment, ami general attitude of those who read it.
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J. E. Oatrs
Assistant Business Manager
J. S. Jenktfis
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Tommy McClurt
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_
*
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Jimmy Rice
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(Continued from Page 1)
To the YMCA for making life more livable, for their
grams for the spiritual betterment of the corps, for all
their social programs, and for the fine contribution they are
making to Clemson—MERRY CHRISTMAS.

To the town and the progress it has made; to the Exion Department and its reputation for making the state
of South Carolina ClemsoiTs campus; to the Experiment
Station and all the unnamed agencies that together make up
the program that is Clemsons—MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To the members of the alumni association who have
contributed to the Clemson Foundation. IPTAY. and to the
various oilier good causes, to the greatest source of any college's strength, to those whose continued and increased interest in this institution can make it well-nigh anything they
elKJOse—MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To the retired members of the faculty, who have given
the^best years of their lives to this institution and are nowdoing some things they have never had time for before—
MERRY CHRISTMAS . . . and a very special MERRY
CHRISTMAS to Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus of the
School of General Science—along with wishes for many
happy years.
To Sgt. Zorcns. Sgt. Davis. Col. Crosby, and other members of the nilit.u-y staff for all their consideration and help
in making roe. last year a good one. for giving The Tiger all
the necessaiy details, and for services rendered . . . MERR1
CHRISTM.-* SL
To Virginia Seddon, for making The Tiger's intermission partv a.success, and to "Skipper" for letting her have
time off io do it . . . MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To "Uncle John" Califf and "Uncle Jake" Woodward,
for giving us the poop on alumni and their doings . . . MER"RY CHRISTMAS.
To the leadership fraternities, the leaders in student
government and military, and to all students who have
given their support to the making of a better Clemson—
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To Walt Tilley, for handling the ticket situation in such
a way that everyone got to see the games . . . MERRY
CHRISTMAS.
1

To the Senior Council, for keeping a ! of us "on the
hall.- in spite <>f ourselves . . . MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To ... M. Fleazcr. for putting Clemson on the map . . •
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To the newspapers that have carried stories about Clemson during the past year, to the sports writers who have
filial columns about the ••Country Gentlemen", for the space
given, the pictures run, and all the fine support this institution has received—Thanks a million and MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To the students and graduates at other institutions who
have sent us congratulations upon the success of our football team, whose wonderful spirit has prompted them to
join us in our effort to win the Gator Bowl on January 2
and thus peg South Carolina a rung higher on the ladder of
athletic prestige—we'll do the same for you when your time
i s. and in the same spirit you have thus exhibited—
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To students at Funiian and Carolina who have joined
3s with Clemson in making rivalrytbetween our schools
keener and cleaner—MERRY CHRISTMAS.
To the memory of those Clemson men who died in
World Wars I and II, we bow our heads in humble tribute
and pray that we may have the wisdom and the courage to
on as they would have us—like MEN!
To the Clemson of the future, a greater Clemson we
I i.lict. if all who serve underjher colors will dedicate
ns.elves to the common good, to the slogan, IN UNION
THERE'S STRE.MGTH. or ONE FOR ALL. ALL FOR ONE.
AM) ALL FOR CLEMSON.—to that Clemson we wish
MANY HAPPY NEW YEARS!

-OSCAR SAYS

that F. McLaurin and R. Fant
ere hereby clubbed "The Air Hose
Kids."
OSCAR SAYS

that Earle, Giles, and George
are definitely "in" with Prof. "B."
-OSCAR SAYSrhat smiling "Sewage" Harri- Who else could get an invitation
son was trying to play "Yum- to dinner? -OSCAR SAYSYum" with the girls at Breneau
that "Home-brew" Blackwell
last week-end.
and "Martini" Bundy threw a big
-OSCAR SAYSone with two of the "Local
wonder if Hickerson can say Yokels" last week-end.
"Mission accomplished" about
OSCAR SAYS
that Anderson episode last weekhe (Oscar) wishes Gilroy much
end? How 'bout sam?
happiness. It couldn't happen to
-OSCAR SAYSa better fellow.
that Bob Farmer is fast be-OSCAR SAYScoming a relic here at Clemson.
that he wonders why B. J. (SeOSCAR SAYS
nior Platoon) Perry is keeping his
that Louis "Butterball" Chal- engagement a secret?
mers just made his (Oscar's) list.
■—
'■ OSCAR SAYS
Watch out fatty, you're covered.
that the entire junior TAPS
staff is clamoring for Darby's
-OSCAR SAYSthat Erwin "I kill 'em"' Thorn- job next year. Who wouldn't afton was working overtime in ter that expense was made pubSpartanburg Saturday night. One lic?
of those "Second Shift" .mill gals,
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) wishes "Porky"
he (Oscar) hears.
Gettys and "Daisy" Peebles would
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Red" Wheless is chief kiss and make-up. They look so
good together.
"Crooner" out at Bob's Place.

Merry Christmas—An Editorial

To the churches and their staffs for real spiritual guidance. To the ministers who go into barracks and mingle
informally with students, who take the lead in making Religious Emphass Week a success, whose close contact with
students has reflected credit upon this institution and
brought it an enviable reputation for the religious influence
-■it-affords—MERRY CHRISTMAS.

biologically irregular.

-OSCAR SAYS-

Talk of the Town
Ry HOWELL ARTHUR
Add Christmas Cheer ■
Once again, the Yule season is upon us before we had realized fully that it was on its
way. We shall be hustling about trying to
get last-minute shopping done, and lastminute Christmas cards mailed. Let us not
forget, in our haste, that this will not be a
holiday for everyone. We have had the
fact of Europe's misfortunes, which are
manifold, drilled into us; but poverty
abounds here in our own country. May we
not forget or neglect to give freely to charitable organizations which would relieve this
poverty. A clear conscience is one Christmas present which we can give to ourselves.
How About An About Face?
In his zeal to campaign for deserving
campus organizations, the writer has not
meant to slight the Senior Platoon. It happens that space limitations exist, however;
all couldn't be brought in at once. This will
just about end the short series, by the way,
for the supply of worthy groups is running
low.
Had not the platoon been received favorably on its first trip to New York, it certainly would not have been asked back. It
was asked back, and it created even a more
favorable impression the second time than
it had the first. It was given a sizeable
spread in The Daily Mirror. Needless to
sav, this afforded Clemson a considerable
amount of publicity, a commodity for which

the school has been starved for generations.
Rus fare alone for the journey was
-$117(J.61. As always with the platoon, this,
plus all other expenses, was either footed
by the individual drillers or defrayed
through contributions received last year.
These monies, by the way, did not come in
without provocation. Anyone who has tried
knows that he who begs pittance for a cause
earns what little he gets by the pound-offlesh method. A S500 entertainment fee
paid the platoon by the New York Yankees
professional football team helped, but did
not relieve the situation completely.
This semester, the platoon has traveled
more than 3500 miles, and has performed
before some 175,000 people. The only outside financial aid it has received within the
memory of the oldest member came from
Mr. Gordon Smith, proprietor of a bakery
in Mobile, Ala. Orchids are pretty expensive; but Mr. Smith, who shouldered the
entire fiscal burden for the Auburn game
drill, should be commended.
Now. these men have worked their rifle
butts off practicing for these performances.
Some of the dead and dying societies and
fraternities about town have been given
given sizeable sums for renovation of clubrooms which are put into use once a week.
Fancy drill will be seen only at home games
next year unless somethng is done immediately.

"TfewA "pww Ot&en (fyrfleye /5W^4
By BILL BERRY
As the waning hours tick by
before the holidays, and as the
last few moments slip away before the deadline we find outselves frightfully short of funny
stories.
Maybe something will
come up as'the night grows older;
it usually does—the moon.

fertilizes them."
The class listened attentively
—tnat is, with the exception of
one young man, and something
seemed to be puzzling him. "Professor," he said, "you mean, uhhh,
you mean nothing happens before?"
"No young man nothing hapFuneral director
(to aged pens before," said the professor,
mourner): "How old are you?"
"why?"
Aged mourner: "I'll be 98 next
Gee, no wonder they call them
month."
poor fish," he replied.
Funeral director: "Hardly'
worth going home is it?"
Dear old lady: "Little boy, does
—B. C. Heights
your mother know you smoke?"
Junior: "Listen lady, does your
Poem:
husband know you speak to
He kissed her on the ruby lips,
strange men on the street?"
I". was harmless frolic
—Winthrop Johnsonian
But though he kissed only once,
He died of painter's colic.
"That girl certainly puts on the
—Penn Cronicle
dog."
"In what way."
Disgusted student: "I feel like
"Her father is an undertaker
telling that professor where to down in Georgia, and she tells
go again.
everyone her father is' a SouthSecond student: "What do you ern planter."
mean again?"
—The Twig
Disgusted student: "I felt like
it yesterday, too."
Another poem:
Come in and see my television
Is an invitation fetching
And may prove a neat revision
Of that one about the etching.
—Lawrencian

"I Stood on the Bridge"
I stood on the bridge at midnight
As the clock struck on the town.
I stood on the bridge at midnight
Because I couldn't sit down.
. . . Western Reserve Tribune

Sure, deck your lower limbs in
In an Ichthology class the other
pants;
day the professor was explaining Yours are the Kmbs, my sweeting.
all about how fish reproduced. You look divine as you advance—
"The female lays teh eggs in the Have you seen yourself retreatedge of a 'pool or lake and presing?
ently the male comes along and
. . . Reserve Tribune

Last week on the campus
Was funny for me.
The students all checking
Their chests for T. B.
Stripped to the waist
And waiting in lines;
Hoping the X-ray
Shows negative signs.
Well, checking your health
Is O. K., I guess
But the way that you do it
Can sponsor a mess,
"I haven't got it!"
One student said.
Today he's home with
Bronchitis instead.
. . . Providence College Cowl
I had sworn to be a bachelor,
She had sworn o tbe a bride.
But I guess you know the answer,
She had nature on her side.
. . . Bee Gee News
While gamboling merrily on the
Bowl highway
The strong Tigers will smother
the Dukes come what may.
Clemson 41—Duquense 6.
A top game pits Wake Forest
against Clemson
We see a collapse of the Demon
Deacons.
Clemson 27—Wake Forest 13.
. . . Sports predictions from the
Boston Heights. Pretty nigh accurate, wot?
. . . The Periscope
Little Willie with a lust for gore,
Nailed his brother to the door.
Mother said v/ith humor quaint,
"Willie, dear, don't spoil the
paint.'
. . . The DePaulia

-OSCAR SAYS-

that he (Oscar) wishes to apolthat "Cherokee" (I could guzzle
this whole room full) Hamilton ogize to "Squat Low," "Squeaky,"
thinks he is Georgia's gift to wo- and "Rover" for saying that they
were No. 1 in "cc's" heart.
mankind.
OSCAR SAYS
They're not. Jim Moore is tops
the poop is out! Leo Kirven was on her hit parade.
not elected an outstanding senior!
-OSCAR SAYS
That he (Oscar) is in tears!
that Schofieid sure is getting
-OSCAR SAYSfat.
he (Oscar) hears "Miss" Vana-OSCAR SAYSdore has Jenkins snowed. That
SEE YOU AT THE GATOR
case has all appearances of being BOWL.

fc 4 Study
By WAYNE BALENTINE
Scripture about the "Babe of Bethlehem": Matthew 2; Luke
2: 1-20.
From the time when we sat around our mother's knee until now,
we have heard the story of the carpenter's son, Jesus. We have sung
carols during the Christmas weeks, have given gifts and said words of
cheer to help others be happy during the yuletide season, but let each
of us think a little more seriously for a minute about what happened
1949 years ago, and what is happening today.
Mary and Joseph had been on a long, hard trip; they were tired
and needed rest, but "Sorry, no room in this inn". That was the
answer to their inquiries about lodging for the night. Mary needed
immediate housing, so they went to a stable, and there, the "Christ
Child" was laid in a manger. He was born in a cattle stall because
there was no room in the inn. Besides being laid in a manger, other
things happened to the "Holy Child". Herod, the king, wanted to
kill the child and sent "three wise men from the East" to find where
the child was. He said, "Go and search diligently for the young child:
and when ye have found him, bring word again, that I may come and
worship him also". The wise men followed the star of the East. "And
when they were come into the house, they saw the young child with
Mary, his mother, and fell down, and worshiped him: and when they
had opened treasures, they presented unto him gifts: gold, and frankincense and myrrh".
We have the same thing happening today as happened then. Some,
as did the inn keeper, just don't have room for people who need help,
and in that way, turn away the Christ Child; many people, as was the
stableman, are glad to give the best that is theirs to give: others have
murder in their hearts as did Herod: while there are others, as the
wise men, who give all they have for that which they know to be
jTr,r.d. Where do we fit in the picture? What have we done, are we
doing, and what are we going to do with Him? Are we content v/ith
xiis staying in the cattle stall lying in a manger, or do we have a
place for him in our lives? Are we satisfied with letting the Herods
of today persecute Him, or do we have a testimony of protection
There is a story told that Mary was walking up the street one
day when she was suddenly stopped by a strange man. What he said
went something like this: "Hark, art thou not the wife of Joseph,
and the mother of the Christ Child of Bethlehem? ' Yes, you are. O,
Mary, if I had only known that it was to be the promised one. vou
could have had my whole inn. I would have emptied it for you. But
I did not know, and the inn was full of merry making guests, how was
I to know? O. Mary, if I may be but forgiven for being the first to
turn away the Son of God, it won't happen again. Tell Jesus for me,
Mary, that I didn't know it was to be He who would have been born
in my inn, tell him that. I didn't know. O, but if I had only known."
Yes, friends, it is easy for us to be inn keepers. We keep our hearts
and lives opened or closed, but may we never have to say with the
inn keeper, "O, but if we had only known, we would have kept H?m
from the manger. Instead of that, let us say with the stableman, "I
didn't know but am glad I gave what I could." Let each of us answer
the question for ourselves, "What are we going to do with Him?".
o
Here's wishing each of you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy
and Prosperous New Year.
'

By JACK BRADFIELD
Thanks. Cov, and a very Merry Christmas to everyone!
NONE OTHER HALF SO FAIR
I like to be in your embrace:
Such bliss I find no other place.
I like to feel your presence near.
Such comfort surely has no peer.
I like to kiss your lovely face:
To such a thrill my heart gives chase.
I like to look into your eyes.
As clear as crystals, blue as skies.
I hke to stroke your lustrous curls,
To watch the breeze your hair unfurl,
Oft dreaming of you—in the night.
Just being with you—supreme delight
To me you are an inspiration,
And one of God's most rare creations.
Of thee I grow more fond each day,
My heart's desire I must obey.
There is none other half so fair
In all the world, no matter where;
And, Darling, always understand .
Your every wish is my command.
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Under the mistletoe,
There is no such thing as No;
Lips are full of sweet surprise.
Christmas shines from joyful eyes.
Oh. what a blissful custom.
That hug-and-kissful custom
Under the mistletoe!
A CHRISTMAS THOUGHT
The wisest men once bent their kness.
'Though in a stable crude and bare;
Please, Lord, incline our hearts to Thee
As humbly they once knelt them there.

Will the Veterans Administration help Uie veteran find a job
after he has finished training
under the GI Bill? Answers to
this and other questions often
asked by veterans are obtained
from the VA and published in this
column by the Clemson Tiger as"
a public service.
Q: When a veteran secures
a loan under the G-I Bill, does
the Government make an outright
payment on it without charging
the veteran anything?
A. Yes, VA pays the lender, for
credit to the veteran's loan, an
amount equal to 4 percent of the
guaranteed portion of the loan.
For example, if the guaranteed
portion of the loan is S4,000, the
lender will receive S160 from
VA to credit to the debt of the
veterans.
Q. I am a World War II veteran and wish to go in business.
Must I have experience in the
business in order to get a G-I
loan?
A. Experience is an important
element in the success of the
average business. You should be
able to show a reasonable expectation of success in your venture
in order to get your loan.
Q. Must a disabled veteran go
to a vocational school or may he
go to a liberal arts college, a high
school, or similar institution under the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act?
A. He may enroll in, any VAapproved educational institution
or training establishment offering the course of training which
VA has found he needs to insure
his proper rehabilitation in line
with his own desires.
Q. My brother, a disabled
World War II veteran, is being
rehabilitated under Public Law
16. Must he find, his own job
or will VA do this?
A. Veterans Administration will
help your brother look for a job
after he finishes his training.
Q. I am a World War II veteran and would like to know how
to get a concession to operate a
stand at one of the VA hospitals?
A. Under Public Law 636, Veterans Administration operates
canteens with fountain service
and a stock of cigarettes, shaving
cream, razors and similar items.
Therefore, VA no longer lets out
concessions.
Q. Can my National Service
Life Insurance include coverage
for total disabi.
A, Yes. For a small additional
premium, there may be added
to any NSLI policy a total disability rider which provides
monthly payments to the insured
while he is totally disabled longer than six consecutive months.
Such payments begin with the
seventh month of such total disability.
Q. May I assign my National
Service Life Insurance to a lender who will lend me money to go
into business?
A. No. National Service Life
Insurance may not be assigned as
payment of an obligation.
Q. I converted my NSLI about
a year ago but have since let it
lapse. Can my permanent ' plan
insurarice be reinstated by the
payment of two monthly premiums?
A. No. Only term insurance
may be reinstated by the payment
of two monthly premiums. In reinstating converted insurance on
a permanent plan, all premiums
in arrears must be "paid with interest.
(Veterans wishing further information about veterans' benefits may have their questions
answered by contacting the VA
Office, Room No. 0. Anderson
Building, 207 N. Main St., Anderson, S. G.)

Dr. Poole Says

We have • come to another
Christmas season—a time when
families and friends will be
united and people everywhere
will rejoice and make merry.
At this time we should pause to
. think of Christ and of His message of peace on earth, good will
to men.
Many of ycu will spend the
holidays doing what most appeals to you. You will enjoy
being with your families, and
by your presence will add greatly to their happiness.
Most of you have studied hard
during the semester. The splendid morale and good deportment
of the student body make me
. . Coy Gray believe that you deserve to have
a wonderful holiday filled with
bountiful food and joyous times.
Please convey to your parents
my regards and greetings of the
season. For you I hope this
Christmas will be full of happiness and that ycu will return
to college in January v/ith the
resolution to make 1949 the best
year you have ever had.
R. F. Poole, President

Thursday, December 16, 1948

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Finnish School Sends Thanks
To Clemson Students For Gifts

ffhe Automobiles of 1960?

Students of Clejnson and Cal-^
houn High School sent gifts to a
Finnish school and a Greek school
last year through a oxive sponsored by the Junior Y Council.
The letter below was received
in reply to the contributions tc
the Finnish school.
TYRVAAN YHTEISKOULU.
One more homelj er> i y day
TYRVAA SECONDARY SCHOOL
article has yielded '
i
i derr
Tyrvaan Yhteiskoulu,
vogue for sty] •
id aj
Vamrhala,
3 result ai I >r
Suomi-Finland.
-:. pus-fad an
■
'
December 1, 1913.
Fin-S-91-A
hite
cotton
Clemson College,
work glflve, whi
Y. M. C. A. Project Committee
unchanged
in
Clemson,
South Carolina
U. S. A.
Our Dear American Friends:
you can mix them to match
I beg to thank you most sin- your-school colors, or you can excerely on behalf of our school, change left hands with a boy
for all the clothes, boots and friend or girl friend and the two
shoes, writing materials, etc., that of you have corresponding mixed
you have sent us in such quanti- pairs of 'Date Mates' or 'Love
ties. Now they are all given to Gloves.'
the pupils, who were very happy
The 'new look' gloves have
to accept them. We cannot but been nicknamed hep-mits and the
wonder at the great willingness idea was thought up by Mis?
and readiness to help us that you Peggy Ann Garner, young star of
in America show, toward us. Now William Moss Rroductions whose
I should like to ask you to send picture 'The Big Cat' is soon to
some addresses of your students be released by Eagle Lion Films:
so that these pupils here could Peggy's hobby is gardening and
thank them for their presents she decided that color should
themselves. We are soon sending apply to gloves as well as to
you a little souvenir from here, flowers. She had no trouble
but we are very sorry that it selling her idea to a big eastern
cannot reach you for Christmas.
textile firm.
Wishing you a very happy
The manufacturers thought
Christmas I am
they had a style item for women
Sincerely yours,
but when market tests were conH. Hariola
ducted in the Midwest, students
Principal
at Northwestern and elsewhere
began buying them in mixed pairs
to correspond with their, school
colors. The fad got a boost in
the East when Princeton athletic
The following letter was re- officials" arranged to outfit- their
entire cheering section in orange
ceived this week by Dr. Pooio:
and black gloves for the PrinceDear President Poole:
On behalf of The Citadel, I ton-Yale game.
Peggy's hep-mits are now to
wish to congratulate and commend the Clemson Drill Platoon be had in a color range which infor the excellent performance at cludes red, ■ green, gold, orange,
the Citadel-CIemson game on De- blue, maroon, yellow, gray, purcember 4.
The form and pre- ple, black and white. You can
cision of each individual left mix 'em or match 'em.
nothing to be desired.
"I'll have to have a raise in salSincerely yours,
ary—three other companies are
C. P. Summerall
alter me."
President
The Citadel
Boss: "Is that so? Who are
they?"
The Navy's food requirements
Clerk: "The gas company, the
for the fiscal year of 1944,tlJwere
phone company and the water
4,500,000,000 (B) pounds, enough
to fill a freight train reaching company."
. . University of Nevada Sagebrush
from Boston to Charleston, S. C.

Work Gloves In
School Colors Are
Now Available

*^* The next generation of automobiles, as designed by the two na-1
tional junior winners of the Fisher Body Craftsman's Guild model car
competition, is shown in sharp contrast above with three previous
periods of motordom. Standing behind their streamlined models
which won university scholarships are Tom Goad, left, of Birmingham, Mich., and Ronald Johnson of Portland, Oregon. %Both won
$4,000 as national champions.

•SORRELLS'
REFRIGERATION AND
ELECTRIC CO.
Electric Supplies—Radio Sales
and Service
Frigidaire Appliances
Clemson
Seneca

^£u}^

Tfl
MENS

"IHOF

SENECA. S.C.
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Open Until liOO A. M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

ASME Tours Brevard
There were approximately forty members present at the meeting of the ASME Tuesday night to
sec a Combustion Engineering
Company 'movie entitled "Progress In Steam." Flans were made
for an inspection trip to Clark
Hill Dam.
Last Monday, several members
of the society' accepted an invitation from the Greenville Chapter
of the ASME and went on a field
trip to the Ecusta Paper Mill near
Brevard, N. C.
From Brevard,
the group went to Asheville,
where they were the guests of
the Western North Carolina Engineers, Incorporated, for dinner.
After dinner, the president of
the Bituminous Coal Association
delivered a speech to the group of
the development and uses of coal.

-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
-ADMIRAL RADIOS

. MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICi
Seneca, S. C.

Citadel Commandant'
Lends Senior Pfataon

Here is a big International Truck doing
a big job—taking huge logs out of the
woods to a sawmill where they will be
cut into lumber for much-needed homes.

Applied social science

S^giAi jtaJaaa

Fl'iTiffiiMBii'Ufi rHWBWni

1. Customers

2. Employes

IT TAKES big companies to turn out
and service equip'ment like this. At
International Harvester we have the
idea that when a company grows beyond a certain size, it becomes a social
as well as business institution. And
that as a social institution it has certain well-defined responsibilities.
So we like to think that this picture
is an illustration of applied social
science. The employes built the truck,
but it would not have been built if
the customers had not wanted to buy
it, nor would it have been built if the
stockholders had not furnished Harvester with the necessary capital.
At International Harvester we believe that our business should be run
not for any one of these groups alone,
but for all of them together . . . customer, employe, and stockholder.
„ For our employes, this policy mean's
providing well-paid jobs to the largest
number of men and women who can

Beta Sigma Chi To
Sponsor Yule Dance

3. Stockholders

be productively employed. Today we
have more than 90,000 employes. Before the war we had 60,000. The average straight-time hourly earnings of
our factory employes have increased
92.6% since 1941.
For our customers, it means producing the best possible goods and
services at the lowest possible cost.
Our margin of profit on sales today is
one-third less than in 1941.
For our stockholders, it means a
fair return for the savings they have
invested in our Company. Dividends
on common stock in 1947 were equivalent to 5% on the book value, as
compared with 4% in 1941.

The Company as a whole had profits, after taxes, in 1947, of 5lA cents
from each dollar of sales. We believe
most people regard this as a reasonable rate of profit.
We know it is our continuing ability to earn a reasonable profit that
has made it possible for International
Harvester, again in this past 'year, to
serve more people—customers, employes, and stockholders in greater
measure than ever before.
Profits mean progress for everyone.
We hope to be able to continue to
make a reasonable profit with each
succeeding year in vthe future.

HARVESTER

INTERNATIONAL
180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

•

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BETA
SIGMO
CHI

The Beta Sigma Chi Fraternity,
Charleston's County Club, will
present its
annual
Christmas
Scholarship Dance at Hibernian
Hall' in Charleston, Thursday
night, December 23, from 9 'til
1. Music will be furnished by
the Clemson Brigadiers.
The fraternity presents this
lanca each year to send a qualified high school graduate of Charleston, or surrounding community, to Clemson on a partial scholarship. Beta Sigma. Chi is try>
ing to increase this 'scholarship
during the corning years thr( ugh
a newly organized Alumni Association.
The
total
proceeds
from the Christmas dance are applied,..oh this scholarshi) fund.
According to an officer of the
club, the script is three dollars
and all old Clemson m.en, as well
as the general public, are cordially invited.

Nanf Jobs Offered
lo Textile Grids
So many jobs are being offered
to the February graduates in the
School of Textiles that the job
problem has changed from "where
to look for a job" to "which job
to" take."
In addition to numerous letters
and telephone calls to the Dean's
Office concerning job offers, representatives have boon sent.here
from American Bembcrg and
American
Rayon
Corporation,
Saco-Lowell Machine Shops, Abbeville Mills, Deering Milliken
Company, and the Institute of
Textile
Technology.
American
Viscose and J. P. Stevens have
stated that they are also sending
men here to interview the graduating seniors.
Some of these companies are
inviting the seniors of their choice
to visit their plants at the company's expense. And, in the case
of Abbeville Mills, the entire
group interviewed by Mr. Jack
Reams, Derring-MillikWs representative from Abbeville, was invited to visit the plant.
This
group made the trip to Abbeville
Saturday.
IgThe Abbeville Mills invited
Professor Harold Wilson
and
Dean Hugh Brown to bring a class
of textile students to visit their
plant. The- group .made, this trip
last Thursday afternoon, December 9. .

lli
Awards Fellowships
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The Division of Graduate Study
of. the University of Delaware announces the following Fellowship
Awards .for the . year 1949-50:
Research Fellowships
Twelve Research Fellowships in
Chemical Engineering, with stipends from $300 to $1,800 for
twelve months.
Three Research Fellowships in
Plastics, (Chemical Eng'neerin?,
Chemistry, and related fields)
with stipends from $750 to $1,500
for periods from nine to twelve
months.
Ten Research Fellowships in
Chemistry, with a stipend of
$1,000 for ten months.
■ Research F^-lowships in'
Biochemistry-) with" a stipend o;
$1,800 for twelve months.
One Research Fellowship in
Biology, with' a stipend of $1,000 i
for ten months.
One Research Fellowship in,
Psychology, with a stipend o f
$1,000 for ten months.
Two Research Fellowships in
Physics, with a stipend of $1,000
for ten months.
Service Fellowships
(Holders of these Fellowships
are expected to render limited
services.)
Five Teaching Assistantships in
Biology, with a stipend of $1,000.
One Research Assistaritship in
Biology, with a stipend of $1,000.
Ten Teaching Assistantships in
Chemistry,
with a stipend
of
$1,000.
Four School of Education Fel'owships, with a stipend of $800
for' nine months.
Teaching Assistantships in Engineering—Chemical, Civil, Electrical, General, and Mechanical—
with stipends of from $900 to
'51.200 for nine months.
Five Teaching Assistantships in
Mathematics, with a stipend of
$1,000.
Five Teaching Assistantships in
Physics, with a stipend of $1,000.
One Teaching Asslstantship in
Psychology, with a stipend
of
$1,000.
Applications for (these Fellowships should be submitted directly to the departments concerned,
not later than March 1. Awards
will be made by April 1. Catalogues' and applications may be
obtained from The. Chairman. Division of Graduate Study, University of Delaware, Newrrfc
Delaware.
Students
interested
can get further information from
Mr. Vickery of the Clemson
istrar's office.

MISS

MISS MAGRUDER

HOY

Above are the sponsors for the Beta Sigma Chi Annual Scholarship Dance which will be held in
Charleston at Hibernian Hail on December 23, 1948. The sponsors are Mrs. E. Gordon Hay for E.
Gordon Hay, president; Miss Hazel Condon for E. Mikell Seabrook, Jr., vice-president; Miss Lydia
Hay for Phillip E. Gervais, treasurer; and Miss Irene Magruder for George D. Grice, secretary.

Clarendon County
Club Plans Dance

Horse Sense Among
oliege Grads; Says Students Gyilty
By TOM DONEGAN
♦
The
number one
weakness
among college graduates is a lack
of reasoning power, or in more
■plain-spoken language, common
horse sense. This was an observation made by Mr. Dsv'id Meeker, Director of Education, Dearbom Motor Corporation, in a
speech before the . Association of
Band-Grant Colleges and Universities, at Washington, D. C, November 10, 194$.
Dean F.' :r. fciriaVJ, among
those pro ;ei
'
fheei ing,
by Mr. Met k
to speak \\ !t'.
pcrof his c! )<"
emsdnal contact
ployed colic:
porporatipn.
traihmg
ed that the
t.) cchstudents hod
centra tc on :•
cumulation <
too little alto
to reason end
le obs ■ved that calFi :th'
lego
ica'.e
ad.ee;

then

The Clarendon - Clemson Club
will hold its annual Christmas
Holiday Dance on Thursday,. December 30, from 9 p. m. till pge
a. m. in the Manning High Sch|»l
gymnasium.
Music for the occasion will be
furnished by the Clemson Brigadiers Orchestra.
Persons from surrounding towns
end communities are cordially in- ,
vited to attend.

ncers ror nm
New officers were elected for
the coming year at a meeting of
Clemsori's chapter of the American Association of University Professors held last Tuesday, December. 7. The meeting we:; followed
ij.v an open meeting to--which all
f; culty members were invited for
'.he purpose of discussing a questionnaire concerning faculty retirement, insurance and social security in an effort to get a consensus of opinion to be forwarded to a< joint commit'e? of the
American Association of University Professors and the Associa''o-> nf, American Colleges which
is making a study of academic retirement and related subieets.
Dr. Thomas B. Alexander of
the Social Science Department, is
the retired president, and Dr. J.
H. Bangslon of the Textile Chemistry Department, is the retired
secretary.
This organization, has j .made
gieat advancement since its introduction to the Clemson earn-:
pus in the fall of 1947. Tt ■has
grown from a membership of less
than ten members to a present
total of eighty-four members.

Horticulture
Dr. M. H. Bangford, a Clemson
graduate of ths' class of '36 of.
Blyihwood,. was the guest speaker
at the regular bi-monthly meeting
of tm Horticulture Club Tuesday
nhhi. ;Gipjl)Qr,;(Slides accompanied
a narration of his extensive
travels through Central and South
America. Highlight of the lecture'
was a 'trip 'from' Lima. Pe ■ across
the Andes and down the'Valley of
the Amazon to the Atlantic ocean.
Dr. Laivgford received his doctorate in plant r^'mlogy from
'the" University of Wisconsin and
has been working on rubber
diseases with the U. S- Department of Agriculture in Central
and South America since 1940.
AI present ho is in charge of
pathological work for the Office
of Rubber Investigations with
headquarters at Beltsville, Md.

• iional
e cmability is waste
not transmit hi: ideas to others
for action.
unwillingness
He obsi
college gradamong present:.L, ant
uates to start at the
ny colpointed out that too
5 jijtte op pen
fty < £ eventual success in l^ic
f eld because of the unwillingness
to accept initial employment at a
All graduating students, wives
beginner's salary.
He pointed out several deficien- of veterans, and others interest-.-:.:
cies in the education of the col- in teaching in South Carolina
lege graduate as a person and have one more day in which to
citizen—observations most prom- pr ■ )are applications for the Nainent of his on this matter "wer*
Dewitt Blachett, chemical en1. The college graduate lacks tional Teacher Examination.
gineering-senior 'of Greenville, is
Teacher certifications are par- in the Greenville General Hospiabilitv to work with others.
2. He is naive as to political ticularly based upon the results tal with a broken neck as a result
and economic matters.
of an automobile accident last
of the national examination.
3. He is not equipped for livAny student or teacher who de- Saturday night .pn the Greenville
ing.
sires to take the examination Superhighway.
The whole force of his roeech should go to room 107A, EducaHi's' condition was reported as
was along the theme that might, tion Builamg, between 2 and 4 good.
be characterized with a phrase p. m., tomorrow. |
The sherjff office reports said
, .• .
used by another speaker, "huthe
automobile"" carrying
Mr. Brock will assist those who that
manizing and socializing our need help in preparing an ap- Blanchett and .a "passenger was
specializing."
in collision with another.
plication.
Mr. Meeker was pleased with ' Tomorrow is the last day that
Both persons we're treated at
the professional education of the the application can be prepared.
the hospital emergency room.
college trained employee, but he j
expressed a greater need for more ]
development in the humanities '
Not Too Late Wr
and social sciences in the curriCOLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
cula of American professional
at
schools.

Deadline On Teacher
Exams Is Tomorrow

Blachett Injured
In Auto Accident

HOKE SLOAN'S
Make Her Happy at Christmas

Textile Trustee
m Un Campus
Members of the board of
tees of the J. E. Sirrine Textile
Foundation arrived on the Clemson Campus Tuesday night at the
invitation of Dr. Poole.
A brief business session was
held Tuesday night and tour of
the Textile Building was made
Wednesday morning.
George M. Wright, retired textile executive of Abbeville, is
president
cf
the
Foundai or
Board.
While on the campus the visitors resided in the Trustee House.
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Tipers Buckle Down
The familiar war cry of Glemson's all viclorious Tigers
was again beard Monday as the Howardmon !)uckled down
to work after enjoying a wceklb holiday from the gridiron.
Practice will be bold arBce a clay until Christmas vacaton
begins, but Ihcn il\c Bengals w il don ibeir togs twice a day
while preparing for the New Year's Day clash.
Hard work will be the order of the day for the Blue
Ridgers who will rur, ujJ against something in the Jacksonville Classic. Thai'something is the split "T" employed by the University of Missouri. Don Faurot,
imnter of the mid-western Tigers has been appropriately named the father of the formation, for it was he
who originated it. Thusly, anyone journeying to Jacksonville should see some wide-open football by the two
high-scoring aggregations.
Coach Frank Howard will take approximately three
teams to Jacksonville on the 28th of December. The same
plane and crew that flew the Tigers to Mississippi, Boston,
Wake Forest, and Auburn will take the squad down to the
sunshine state. This is in keeping with the many superstitions that Howard and his boys had during the past season.
Here's hoping that the buck-eyes, the shirts, ties, and the
other various and sundry good-luck charms will continue
to bring good fortune the way of the Tigers.
Advance ticket sales indicate that the Country Gentlemen won't be without a good amount of supporters
when they take to the field against the Missourians.
The thousands of ducats bought by IPTAY members,
students, and other followers serve notice that the Tigers won't be the only ones roaring at the Gator Bowl.
Cagers Bounce Back
Glemson's basketeers jumped into the win column Tuesday night by trimming Wofford's touted Terriers to the
tune of 19-11 after trailing at the halftime. The Tigers, led
by Doiig Haugk and June Pruitt, started hitting the bucket
from all angles and gradually built up the winning margin.
W. A. Holshouser and Jack Neel sparked on defense as the
Bengals made their first bid for the state championship.
Swimmers Work Out
Daily practices arc being held at the "Y" pool for the
1919 Bengal tank team, under the capable guidance of Coach
McHugh. The paddlcrs are rounding into shape for their
firs.t meet, which will come off in January. Approximately
twenty boys are working' oiit now, but Coach McHugh will
welcome any newcomers, and urges that all interested persons contact him or come to the"Y" any afternoon at five.
Ticket Situation
There has been a good bit of unfavorable talk concerning the tickets being sold to the students. The
question that the students are asking is "Why aren't we
getting better seats?" Well, here is the answer.
The ducats are going to the men who have paid for
and backed our great Tiger eleven, the members of
IPTAY. These letters stand for "I pay ten a year," but
remember, many pay more than ,ten, much more. The
most rabid skeptic couldn't say that these men don't
deserve good seats.
Another thing. Instead of limiting each student to a
certain number of tickets, the athletic association placed no
limit on the sales to the individual. ..How could they sell one
student ten tickets for scats on the fifty yard line?
Keep these factors in mind before you start belittling the
athletic department. They are doing everything in 'their
jpower of satisfy everybody's wants, so give them some credit
instead of knocking them down.
Congratulations
Throughout the pigskin season, the spirit of the students has been wonderful, and now that the basketball
season has started, the cagers are greeted by resounding
cheers when they take the floor. The war affected the
spirit of the students as it affected everything else, but
now it can be said that the old Clemson pep is back to
stay. We would like to compliment the whole student
body or their spirit and their splendid conduct at the
games. Keep the good work up, and keep the name of
"Country Gentlemen", that you have so aptly brought
back to Clemson men.
Thanks Again
Our cheerleaders have done an excellent job of drawing
the yells out of the crowds at the games Ibis year. We
would like to congratulate all of them, but especially Bud
Taylor. .Thus far at every home basketball game this new
man has been there cheering the Tigers to victory. This
helps the cagers greatly and il'd help a lot more if there were
enough there to lead both sides in the yells.

PARKER FURNITURE EXCHANGE
HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP
Call us to sell your merchandise
Come to see us to buy . . . Most anything salable
,.hone
1414
f

Ralph D. Parker, Owner
Anderson, S. C.

Sixteen Players Play Last
Sixteen gridsters from Clem •>
son's '49 Gator Bowl team will be R. M. CLANTON
absent when the Tigers take the
"Baby Ray" Clanton will finish
field next year.
Such shining his gridiron career at Clemson on
lights as Gage, Gillespie, Martin, Mew Year's Day when the Tigers
Prince, Salisbury, Gainer and meet Missouri in-the Gator Bowl
Clanton don the purple and in Jacksonville, Florida. Clanton
orange uniforms for the last time who plays a stellar guard position
in Jacksonville.
for the Bengal team is majoring
in Arts and Sciences and is planROBERT GAGE
"Schoolboy," as Bobby Gage is ning on going into the coaching
commonly known around the profession after graduation from
campus, has been one of the Clemson. A native of Darlington,
mainstays and reasons why this S. C„ Clanton played fullback on
year's Tiger eleven have ended his high school team ■ and was
the regular season with a perfect chosen to participate in the 1944
record. Bobby is" a native of An- Shrine Bowl Game. Before this
derson, S. C, where he played game he was shifted from his
football and basketball at Ander- full-back slot into the guard poson Boys' High. During his ca- sition where he has ' remained
During his senior
reer as tailback on the Anderson ever since.
team he received All-State honors year in high school "Ray P." reand participated in the 1944 ceived many honors, among them
He
Shrine Bowl Game. He is married All-State and All-Carolina.
and the father of a five months is a member of the Block "C"
old daughter. While Gage was a Club at Clemson.
sophomore he received a nose injury in the Carolina game which
caused him to lie in the Anderson Hospital for several weeks
hovering near death. "Romping
Robert" as he is known to the
Tiger opponents over the country
has received many honors during
his last year of play in college
football. He was chosen on the
INS All-American team (defensive), third string A. P. AllAmerican, All-Southern, and AllState teams. He was chosen the
INS Dixie Gridiron hero of the
week after his magnificiant game
against Mississippi State.
JIM WHITMIRE
Jim Whitmire will finish his
last season of eligibility en January 1 when the Clemson Tigers
meet the Missouri Tigers in the
'Gator
Bowl
in
Jacksonville,
Florida. Whitmire hails from
Griffin, Georgia, where he played
football during his high school
days. He is majoring in Vocational
Agricultural
Education.
Along with Whit's prowness as a
football player he also excels on
the Clemson track team where he
participates in the 100 yard dash
and the 220 yard dash.
R. A. MARTIN
Bob Martin, Clemson's stellar
blocking back, will finish Clemson in June in Pre-Medicine. Bob
hails from Darlington, South Carolina and during his high school
days played tail-back on his
hometown pigskin eleven. In 1944
he was chosen to play in the
Shrine Bowl Game along with
come other members of the Clemson team this jtear. He also made
All-State while playing for Darlington High in 1944. Martin is
Co-Captain of this year's edition
of the Clemson Tigers and is
vice-president of the Block "C"
Club.
Along with his athletic
prowness he is also secretary of
the Senior Council and Senior
Class. After his splendid play on
the gridiron this year he was
awarded ' the Jacobs Blocking
Trophy for South Carolina.
C. A. DYER
Clint Dyer, who will finish
Clemson in Textile Chemistry,
comes from Charleston, South
Carolina where he finished Charleston High School in 1944. While
playing on the Charleston eleven
he was outstanding at his left end
position. Dyer plans to ervter the
Chemistry and Dyeing department of the Textile Industry after
his graduation from Clemson. He
is a member of the Block "C"
Club and the American Association of Textile Chemists and
Colorists.
J. R. MILLER
... Jim Miller, Clemson's ' expert
on holding the ball for the placement after touchdown, will graduate in Vocational Agricultural
Education in February. He plans
to become either an Agricultural
teacher or football coach after
graduation. "P. P.," as he is
known around the campus, is a
native of Erwin, Tennessee where
he played wing-back and tailback on. the high school football
team. During his days at Erwin
High School Miller made allcbnference. He is married and is
the father of a six-weeks old
daughter.
He is a- member of
the Senior "Y" Council and the
Future Farmers of America.

PHIL PRINCE
Next September, Clemson will
be without the services of approximately
sixteen
lettermen,
but none of these men will be
missed more' than Phil Prince,
first string tackle and co-captain.
Prince
played
superb
ball
throughout the season. His two
blocked punts can readily verify
this fact.
While at Clemson, Phil has
earned four letters in football. At
the 'present, he is undecided on
what to do upon graduating next
June. There is a very good possibility of his entering graduate
school at either'the University'of
North Carolina or Duke. There
is a slight chance of his going into
coaching, although, as previously
stated nothing is definite.
Regardless of what he may undertake, in the future, we want to'
wish him the best:
JUD DAVIS
Jud Davis is another graduating senior who the Tigs will find
hard to replace next year. Davis,
who is from Denmark, S. C,
showed outstanding attributes as
a top notch lineman all year. He
hit hard and fast, playing jam-up
ball from his guard position. During his four years at Clemson,
he earned four letters.
Jud is another senior who is not
definitely sure as to what he shall
be doing after graduation. He is
majoring in agricultural education and will probably take up
farming upon receiving his degree.

Irengfhen Cagers
By Dennis Childs
One of the most promising basketball players Clemson has on
their squad this year is J. J. Snee.
Snee, hails from New York, N. Y.,
where he played 3 years varsity
basketball for Trottenville High
School.
Snee is a veteran freshman and
is majoring in Textile Engineering.
.While in the Army, he
proved himself a valuable player.
He played on the First Army
championship team, v/hich later
went to Atlanta and won second
place in the 'National Baskeaball
Conference tournament..
Snee. proved himself a great
free throw artist while playing
for the service team by winning
;
the free throw trophy by shooting
59 straight free tosses without a
miss.
Although Snee is a freshman,
he plays on the varsity quintet.
Fans should see plenty of action
from him this season. Snee is not
only a good shot but is also an
excellent guard. His almost per-

Riddle And .Pruitt
Leod Tig Scorers
After two weeks of competition, the South
Carolina state
scoring was led by Ernie Nelson,
a guard for the College of Charleston. Nelson racked up a total
of fifty-six points in the first
five games of the season. Twentytwo of these units came when the
Maroons crushed Oglethorpe. 6037. Nelson was a member of the
All-South Carolina cage team in
1947.
Two Clemson Tiger basketeers
hold the second and third places.
Forward June Pruitt has fortyfour points, and guard Leonard
Riddle has thirty-five units to' his
credit. Nine
other
cagers in
South Carolina have eighteen or
m.ore points to their credit.
feet passing has set up many
points and will continue to do so
as long as he continues to play
basketball.
With four years of eligibility
ahead of him Snee should develop
into one-.of the best players Clemson has produced in many years.

e Close
iff T© Georgians

iTCT/i DoWST

£

Clemson Basketeers
Wake Forest's undefeated Demon Deacons edged out Clemson's Tigers 58-50, to rack up
their third consecutive victory of
the season, Saturday night. The
tilt was the conference opener for
both Clemson and Wake. Forest.
Seven times during the game,
the score was tied. Three of these
tied-times came in the last eight
minutes if the game. Toward the
end of the tilt, Alton Brooks sank
three successive field goals
to
break a 48-48 deadlock and to
put the contest on ice for the
Deacs.
Clemson's
Leonard
Riddle
played his usual fine game, rcoring a total of fift#2n points for
the Tigers. Riddle's scoring was
topped only by the seventeen
points scored by Stan Najeway of
Wake Forest. June Pruitt dropped in fourteen points to
fall
just short of the mark et by Riddle.
Willard Taylor played a
fine game and shot twelve points
for the visitors.

Clemsa I'S 'Tigers went down
£i;
' the last minute of play
;
in a ti
> return match with
the B<:
from Georfia here
last Thursday night. The Tiger
basketeors lost their lead when
J. B. Farr and Joe Jordan each
sank a field goal in the last minute of playing time.
The Clemson team had been in
command of the scoring, from the
first and held a lead of 33-21 at,
the halftime. The Bulldogs narrowed down the Tiger lead and
climaxed their comeback with
the field goals of Farr and Jordan
in the last two minutes.
The offensive star of the game
was Clemson's Leonard Riddle.
Riddle dropped in twenty points
for the Tigers and shone on defense. Jack Snee and Doug Haugk
turned in some* stellar floorwork
for the Tigers. Forward June
Pruitt, also of the Tigers, tallied
fifteen points to take the second
place laurels.
Jordan and Rainey shouldered
the scoring for the Bulldogs with
fourteen points each.

CAMPUS Gp£R$..\tfFfy (&40V
DON, MY GOOD FELLOW.
YOU'RE UNDER NO MEAN
HANDICAP PIAYIN& THE
ROLE OF THE IMMORTAL
CYRANO WITH THAT
BROBDINONMHAN
SCHNOZZ.

/
CYRANO'S NOSE 00ESNT
• HANDICAP ME LIKE MY
I DRY THROA1
OH WHY DID \
SMOKE ALL
THOSE
CIGARETTE?
LAST NIGHT?

HELPS DON CiRCUMPUCATE
A MttPOMENEAN MASTERPIECE

/HA! HA!
LOVE, WHAT'S A
KISS? A ROSY
DOT ON THE V
OF LOVING .

FRANK G1LLESPIPE
Probably the most versatile and
outstanding
athlete
graduating
this year is Frank Gillespie. He
is from Beckley, W. Va., and has
played sterling ball as first string
guard for the Bengals this season.
Besides football, Frank also
stars in basketball and baseball.
For the past two years, he has
been selected for the All-State
team in football, In '47 he was
also picked for the All-State baseball team.
One of the highest
tributes to be paid to Gillespie is
for his remarkable ability to make
the highest of grades while participating in these various sports.
This does not include his numerous other activities, such as president of the Senior Council. Frank
Gillespie is, truly, one of Clemson's highest ranking graduates.
TOM SALISBURY
This 215 pound, six foot, three
inch hunk of man from Sumter,
lettered last year and saw action
as a first string man. He has been
one of the line stalwarts in every
Tiger game throughout the season.
In addition to his football, Tom
was one of the top heavyweight
fighters in the Palmetto
state
last year; If the Bengals
had
decided to put a team in the ring
this year, Salisbury would have
been there to dish out kayo blows
to all comers.
Tom received national recognition after his great performance in the Mississippi State tilt.
His touchdown jaunt, after
a
Maroon punt had been blocked,
proved to be one of the game's
exciting» moments.
His savage
tackling and blocking throughout
the afternoon made the country's
(Continued on Page 7)

The Moral to Our Story:
The serious purpose of our story is to CONVINCE you of the
very REAL DIFFERENCE in PHILIP MORRIS.
Proof of this difference, proof of such extensive nature
.that it cannot be adequately set forth here, is available to
interested students in chemistry and pre-raedical work. Just
Write RESEARCH DEPT., PHILIP MORRIS COMPANY- 119 FIFTH
AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.

CALL

jtfM?^;
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s nger Hoopsier
By Dick Dowis
One of the most sensational
members of the Tiger basketball
squad is D. C. (Doug) Hauek. a
freshman from Jersey City, New
Jersey. Haugk is one of the
players on the team who arr
playing on a scholarship. A twenty-one year old Textile Enginesring student, Doug came to Clemson on scholarship with his
friend, Jack Snee, who is also on'"
of the most reliable regulars on
Coach McFadden's quint.
In high ^school, Haugk was r
star center-forward for t w o
years, and while in the army, he
was captain of his division team
at Fort Dix. He shot two hundred and thirteen points for his
team to aid in becoming runnerup for the championship of t he
First Army. His game average
was 14.2, the second highest on
the team. He also played centerfield on the First Army's baseball team.
Before coming to Ciemson
Doug played basketball for the
Mercer Conference team of the
Eastern New Jersey Invitational
League. Haugk's versatile basketeering helped his team to walk
off with the league championship.
Here at Tigertown, Doug plays
the position of first string forward on the Ciemson five.
In
Tuesday night's game with the
Terriers from Wofford College, he
was the high scorer of the evening. His seventeen points in that
game brought his total to twentyeight points for the season, an
average of seven points per game.
Haugk is quite a big fellow,
weighing one hundred, eighty-six
pounds and towering six feet,
three and one-half inches above
the hardwoods. As a freshman,
his sharpshooting and ball handling is magnificent, and in future
seasons he is expected to develop into one of the finest basketball players that Ciemson has
ever produced.
A minister who was very fond
of pure, hot horseradish always
kept a bottle of it on his dining
table. He offered some to a dinner guest, who took a big bite.
When the guest was finally able
to talk, he turned reproachfully
to the minister. "I've heard many
preach Hell fire," he choked out,
"but you're the first one I've met
who serves it!"

Carroll Gainer

IPTAYNews
Mr. Walt Tilley in an interview
the other day tried to clarify the
ticket situation concrening < the
Gator Bowl Classic. Many students have expressed dissatisfaction at the ticket prospect for this
coming New Year's Day game.
One fact which should be
taken into consideration is that
the students have been allowed
unlimited amounts of tickets
which is something which is not
generally done Jor bowl games.
Mr. Tilley said that they have
ordered the tickets as they anticipated the need for them.
One thing that the students
don't seem to realize is that Ciemson has no control over the sale
of tickets for this game. Tickets
for the Gator Bowl went on sale
two months before any of the
participating teams were chosen,
and as a result, the best tickets
went first, which is only natural.
Since Ciemson was chosen for
the game, Mr. Tilley said that
tickets had been ordered seven
or eight different times to supply
the needs of the students and any
friends which they may be ordering tickets for. The truth is that
these tickets had to be paid for in
advance, and if the athletic association got stuck with them, they
would have to suffer the deficit.
The Gator Bowl game is being
sponsored by a group of Jacksonville business men and they
(Continued on Page 8)

Wigington Auto Parts Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Phones 383 and 777

WALHALLA, S. C.
Phone 186

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina

ROGERS PAINT PRODUCTS, INC.
17 West Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.

Phone 1211
COMPLETE LINE OF
ART SUPPLIES

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students
108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Students at Ciemson Look

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

encan lage
Squads Are Listed

By JIM RICE
Won't Be Long, Now
It won't be long before January 1st, and many Ciemson
admirers will be on their way to Jacksonville, Fla., to witness the fourth Annual Gator Bowl Classic, which is shaping
up to what looks like one of the most exciting, and possibly
the most exciting which the Gator Bowl has ever sponsored.
With a mighty Ciemson team which boasts an undefeated and untied season in ten starts, and a Missouri team
which upset the niuch publicized S. M. U. "Mustangs," the
game should be a real thriller. The scribes throughout the
nation seem to think that the Univ. of Missouri has a slight
edge over the "Tigs," but in every contest so far this year
Ciemson has come through to make these same scribes eat
their words, especially when the odds were against them
most heavily. Let's all hope they pull a repeat performance
January 1, 1949.
How Gator Bowl Was Organized
With just two months remaining before January 1, 1916,
the idea was born to start a "big football game in Jacksonville" corresponding to the Rose Bowl and other such nationally recognized classics. The idea was the result of a
meeting held October 31, 1945 in the Seminole Hotel in
Jacksonville at which Al Jennings, local sports announcer,
was to give a talk on "football" to the Downtown Lions
Club. Later on, the Lions Club found out that they had
tackled something which was too big to handle, so they
dropped out of the plan, and for a short time it looked as
though the plan would flop. Charles R. Hilty, president
'of the Lions Club, and Raymond A. McCarthy were determined that the venture was to be a success, and they proceeded to rally tli." support of two other close friends, Maurice Cherry and W. C. Ivey. The result of this combination
was that these four men raised $10,000 as a working fund
to organize the bowl. With this start, they had several
other civic leaders join them, and also rallied the support of
every sporisminded fan in Jacksonville and vicinity, and
again the "Gater Bowl" started taking shape.
The first two teams to be invited were Wake Forest and
University of South Carolina. The two teams h.ad previously met during the regular season in a game which, ended in
a 13-13 lie, but this was alb done in a moment of desperation, so the choice had to be made and made cmick. The
"Deacons" had been favored to beat Carolina in the regular
season tilt, and again they were favored; this time they ran
true to form and trampled the Gamecocks 26-14. This was
an exciting game and gave the Gator Bowl a rousing sendoff.
The name "Gator Bowl" was unofficially used by
Don Elder, a Chicago news commentator for the National Broadcasting Company who made an announcement concerning the forthcoming game, and after this
was heard, Ray McCarthy suggested that this title be
officially adopted by the association and the motion was
carried.
After many remaining details bad been carried out and
all final preparations made; everyone concerned was able to
catch bis breath for a few moments and survey the Herculean task which they bad performed with such a great deal
of success. ,
The iciea which had been merely a suggestion two
months before, had now developed, and the "Gator. Bowl",
was officially born January 1, 1916.
The following year saw another exciting contest between Oklahoma and N. C. Stale which ended in a 34-13 victory for the Oklahoma "Sooners." January 1, 1948 found
Maryland and Georgia in what turned out to be probably the
most exciting game which Gator Bowl fans had witnessed
since the first game.
This year the Gator Bowl is looking forward to another
great game, and with the two spectacular teams that are
participating it should get every thrill it expects. With the
brilliant backfeld talent which both teams possess, there
will undoubtedly be some brilliant running and passing on
the part of both teams, and they will be in there fighting to
equal and possibly surpass records set by such greats as
"Footsie" Palmer of N. C. State, who made the longest run
(Continued on Page 8)

Kentucky's . mighty basketball
team will again rule the collegiate
scene, according to Clair Bee,
veteran Long Island University
coach. Writing in the current
(February) issue of SPORT LIFE
Magazine, Bee asserts: 'Slt's hard
to see how Adolph Rupp's Wildcats can miss. With Ralph Bear^,
Alex Groza, Cliff Barker, and
Wah Wah Jones returned — all
they've got to do is fill one spot.
and there were 20 eager candidates for the job.
In his exclusive SPORT LIFE
forecast, Coach Bee rates Oklahoma A&M right on the Wildcats' tail for top honors, with St.
Louis, North Carolina. State, and
Baylor battling for other top five
spots. Despite Doggie Julian's
switch to pro ranks, Bee figures
Holy Cross to rate sixth in the
country and first in the East,
with Michigan, CCNY, Wyoming
and Bowling Green rounding out
the "second division."
Bee amplifies his placing of
Michigan (No. 7) with the statement: "It's difficult to rate Big
Nine teams since the teams in that
group are clannish and rarely
show outside their own'territory.
Judging by the caliber of ball
displayed by Michigan and Wisconsin in the last two NCAA sectional play-offs, we are inclined
to believe . . . Big Nine schools
are over-rated."
' But there's little doubt Michigan will be tough, particularly in
Big Nine competition, with its
All-Conference guards, Pete Elliott, and Bob Harrison back on
tap. Bowling Green, rated tenth
by Bee, has every member of its
first five back, including Don
Share, 6'11" center.
Ev Shelton's Wyoming quintet
figures to lead the Western
teams, while Oregon State, led by
Cliff Crandall shapes up best of
the Pacific Coast contenders in
expert Bee's estimation. USC is

strengthened by the addition of
Marty Pelka, a veteran1 AAU
player, while a junior named
Sammy White may put Washington up nearer the leaders.
In the Southland, Ev .Case's
North Carolina State Wolfpack—
rated fourth nationally—appears
headed for top berth in the Southern Conference. "With Bob Hahn,
a 6'9" center eligible again after a
losing battle with the books last"
winter, NC State rates a shoo-in
for its third successive championship season," Bee writes.
In concluding his prediction for
the 1948-49 season, the, LIU mentor modestly rates his improving
Blackbirds, 21st on the list. In
front of his boys he puts: Minnesota (11th), Notre Dame, Tulane, Brigham Young, Denver, St.
John's, Oklahoma, Oregon State,
USC, and Texas.
* Bee didn't stay in his own
backyard when asked to forecast
this season's Ail-American team.
The Long Island University mentor, writing in the current (February) issue of SPORT LIFE
Magazine, issued the following
prediction:

Sixteen Players
(Continued from Page 6)
leading sportsqasters put him with
the cream of the crop.
In 1947 Salisbury was chosen
on the second string All-South
Carolina squad and this year, Tom
was chosen on the first team honor eleven. ' Big T<5m was given
honorable mention on both . the
Southern Conference and on a
few of the All-American teams.
You can always count on a top
notch performance from this rugged tackle and the Bengals will
indeed lose one of the finest
tackles in the annals of Ciemson
football elevens.
CHICK GAINOR
This twenty-three year
old
tackle from Lancaster first saw
service with the Bengals back in
1943. Chick was one of the stellar linemen in the '43 eleven.
Then the armed forces called a
halt to Gainor's football career
after the 1943 campaign. After
eighteen months in the service,
Chick f etufhed to the Blue Ridge
country to continue his grid career.
This South Carolinian saw service on both the 1946 and 1947
squads and proved his worth
even though he didn't hold down
a starting berth. Gainor's sterling line play all season long has
made him one of the best on the
team. Chick will be playing his
last tilt down Florida way on the
first, and you can rest assured
he will be doing his utmost' for
the Southern Conference champions.

1944, but Uncle Sam interrupted
his grid activities soon after hisarrival at Tigertown. After serving sixteen months in the U. S.
Navy, Jack returned to the, fold
of Coach Howard, to resume his
grid performances.
Both the State and Southern
Conference scoring found the
name of Jack Miller near the
top'. Although Jack crossed the
Opposing line but once this year,
his extra points upped his total
points scored for the season at
34. which is tops in any man's
football league.
Come January first and Jacksonville's Gator Bowl, Jack will
be there splitting the uprights after Ciemson tally doing his last
bit for his school and playing his
part in this year's' final for the
great Tigers.
OTHER SENIOR LOSSES
John Banks, a product of Augusta's
Richmond
Acedamy,
winds up his grid days at Ciemson the first of the month. John
in addition to playing tackle, is
outstanding in military as Company Commander of B Company.
J. F. Cox has given his best in
every case in which he was call*
ed upon. Cox was at rather a
disadvantage as he played behind
Gillespie. However,' he filled
Frank's shoes adequately when- ever called upon.
Olin Cleveland played his interscholastic ball for Anderson
High before coming over to
Ciemson. Olin, who is a veteran,
is finishing his third varsity year
with the Bengals. ■
Richard Sublette of Westminster, ends his collegiate grid days
at Ciemson after the first of the
year. Sublette has been one. of
the workhorses of the reserves
this past campaign.

First Team
Kevin O'Shea f
Notre Dame
Tony Lavelli f
Yale
Ed Macauley c
St. Louis
Vince Boryla g
Denver
Ralph Beard g
Kentucky
Second Team
Illinois
Dike Eddleman f
Holy Cross
Bob Causy f
'Minnesota
Jim Mclntyre c
Kentucky
Alex Groza g
Texas
Slater Martin' g
Third Team
Wallace Jones f
Kentucky
Dick Dickey f
N. C. State JACK MILLER
The kicking half of the Miller
Verne Gardner c
Utah
Jackie Robinson g
Baylor and Miller point after touchBob Harris
Oklahoma A&M down combination will be booting
his last conversions for the BenJack
"What are you smiling at?" gals come January first.
has proven invaluable in this exasked Noah.
"I was just thinking." replied tra point role this past grid seaHusband: (reading aloud notice
Janet, "how lucky it was we could son. He has converted twenty- on the room door): "Have you
go ahead and build this ark with- eight out of a possible thirty- left anything?"
out waiting for an appropriation three.
Wife: "Oh, es, deary, we might
Miller came to Ciemson in as well take that candlestick, too."
from Congress."

Merry Christmas
AND

m
i
m

Happy ISlew Year
w.
m

artin Drug Company
P. S. McColium, Owner
The Official College Book Store

Ciemson, S. C
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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"ue^" I'll s'un 'i nickie in

*\

The old pin-ball machine,
To win a game dishonestly,
I think would be quite mean.

A farmer walked into a store, picked up a horse
collar, and asked the merchant to name its value. The
iierciiant replied, "The price is tour dollars and ninety
I've slugged six bits; the robbing
cents. Its value is to be proven by the use you put it to.
cheat:
They sure gave me a trim.
f you arc going to use it in plowing your crop and goinYou bandits, with this last nickle
to
town on business, it has untold value. But if you are
ii tear you nuiu Aiuin u.„„.
>oing to use it in driving to a picnic on-days when yoi
Vh ha! That's it. Get in ther
hould be plowing, it may be a source of vast expense,
h-b"
tstcad of value. All things have a price; but wliethe:
Knock, out those pretty flames.
they
have value depends, largely, upon the person who
That's music rihgiiija v- rm
Hey oard! We've won ten games!
possesses them.
We all have time.
To some it is ;
crowded
span
of
pleasure
and
profit.
To others it is
You rat I gave a litHe ph^-e.
ust
space
of
existence
that
is
yawned
away
in idleness
That tilt is too blank smart.
Proprietor, my money, or
kit, in each case, the price is a part of their very existence
I'll tear the house apart.
The Bible speaks of a pearl of great price; but ii
"f walking by those flashing Vifhts
doesn't say anything about its value. It may be worth
3-iven your change St. Vita's
something to gaze upon and admire; but I have never
dance
heard
of anyone's being overly inspired to noble deed or
The doctor say it is
The Pin Ballitis Ants..
profound expression by gazing upon a pearl. While on
... Westminster Columns
the other hand, the beauty of nature, free to the ragamuffin
as well as the lord of much, has been the sourc
Jesse Linthicum of the Baltiof
inspiration,
noble/expression and actual achievement.
more Sun is our authority for this
PIGSKIN POSTSCRIPT: A group
The beauty of nature has done much to soothe the trou
of Baltimore fans were discussing
bled soul of man and bring out his fine and purposefu'
the ins and outs of football in genqualities. William Cullen Bryant looked upon natur
eral. A guy named Joe Snyder
turned to a gent named Nates
and wrote Thanatopsis. The artist looked upon nature
Herr and wagered he could not
and
dashed his inspired brush-upon a canvas and brought
name half of the members of any
forth the masterpiece of art. The savage gazed upon na
•jiven professional grid team.
Action in Clemson-Woffcrd cage battle. (Photo by Bob Gettys)
., Nates suggested the Washingtor
ture and lifted his eyes upward and said, "God, where art
Redskins, and added: "I can name
thou?",
and began to seek the way to higher and better
';he whole team."
living. Yet, nature doesn't cost any man a farthing.
"Okay, go ahead," said Joe.
"Well, there's Sammy Baugh
There is a vast difference between price and value.
. . . "He stopped.
The
person who becomes so engrossed with the price of
Clemson opened its state basketball slate Tuesday night
"Yeh, go ahead," Joe sneered.
'Name
the
rest
of
them."
little things that he misses the value of great things beagainst Wofford in the college field house and annexed the IPTAY News
"Just Baugh," Nates said
comes akin to the hawk that would throttle the song ol
first win of the season 49 io 44. Besides being high scorer
haughtily. "He's the whole team
(Continued from Page 7)
the thrush in order to eat its body.
isn't he?"
for the night, Doug Haugk of Jersey City, X. .!., was a
. . . The Heights, Boston College
When we cease to weigh values, and think only in
"hawk" on the back board. Jack Keel, although shooting have had the sole jurisdiction of
issuing tickets. Naturally, everyterms of prices, we become miserable "followers of the
little, played an unusually fine floor game.
Pilot to Control Tower: "Ceilone would like to have 50 yard
General June Pruitt sank IE* —
Joneses," and are rarely secure, never happy, and far from
ing and visibility zero, my.engine
points to take second honors in Haugk, Neel and Holshouser hit line seats, but anyone should be is missing, my wheels won't come
smart.
scoring while Wally Dean of Wof- the basket to put Clemson back in able to reason that this is an im- down and I'm out of gas—What
Whether or not the price tag upon a commodity is
should I do?"
ford gathered 12 and Earl Coth- the lead, one they never relin- posssibility.
just is determined by its value in helping me to serviceControl Tower to Pilot (after
quished.
ran sank 11 before fouling out.
In addition, Mr. Tilley said that
long pause): "Repeat after me:
Clemson jumped into a 5 to 0
The lineups:
able and happy achievement—-things of actual value.
Wofford (44) December 15, was the deadline Our ather who art in Heaven.' "
lead early in the game and Wof- Clemson (49)
—M- B; Camak, reprinted from Ware Shoals Life
for ordering tickets, and no more

Cagers Defeat Wofford 49-44

ford did not sink its first point
until five minutes had elapsed.
Cothran hit the basket for six
points and Dean hit one goal to
put the Terriers out in front midway the first half.
The Tigers remained behind
until five minutes and 15 seconds
had elapsed in the second half.

Pruitt f, 15
Stone f, 5
Haugk i, 17
Stewart f, 4 orders will be accepted after that
Bell c, 3
Dean, f,12 time, because the athletic departHolshouser c,
5 Cothran c, 11 ment has to make last minute
' Snee g, 2
Kennedy c, 2
| Neel g, 1
Powers 9, 6 plans for the trip down and many
Riddle g, 6
Mabry g, 4 other things wh^ch consider quite
Half time score
Wofford 24, a bit of attention, therefore aiiet
this announced date, anyone who
Clemson 20.
wishes to cbtain tickets can no
longer do so through the athletic
association.
SPORTFACTSIN FOCUS
It is not definitely known
(Continued from Page 7)
whether or not tickets will be on
at' the stadium or not, but
from scrimmage which was 39 yards; Johnny Raueh of sale
anyone wishing to acquire addiGeorgia, who heaved -th.e longest aerial for 58 yards, and Lu tional information should write to
Gamfoino of Maryland, who amassed the highest total in- The Gator Bowl Association,
Jacksonville, Florida. They will
dividual yardage of 1(59 yards.
clarify any situation about which
With the Clemson-Missouri football game high'ighting you may be in doubt. • After such
the day's events followed by much color and pagentry, Jack- a successful season, it is hoped
sonville is looking forward to January 1, 1919 with great that many supporters will follow
j the team in this their most crucial
anticipation.
! game of the entire season.

SPORTING GOODS

—

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

BODIFORD'S CLEANERS
Clemson, S. C.

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

For
ARTISTS MATERIALS AND STUDIO SUPPLIES,
WALL PAPER — MIRRORS AND PAINTS

MARIETTA PAINT & COLOR CO.
Across from City Hall

\—

221 S. Main si

GREENVILLE, S. C.

. . . Auburn Plainsman

Phone 29515

"GIVE 'EM BY THE CARTON"
-says Arthur Godfrey:

l

Anderson, South CoroSina
Extend;

edt *Wi&&e& o$ t&e Sea&m
To The Faculty And Entire Student Body Of
Clemson College

Best Of Luck At The Gator Bowl
MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette...
.{,-—-—-

Copyright l»4a, Jjocro- &

MYUS TOBACCO CO.
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BV LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY
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